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SUMMARY 
 

 The cell microenvironment is an integral component of cellular behavior. At a given 

moment, a cell is bombarded by signals and cues from the environment, which all are processed 

and integrated into specific behaviors. It is difficult examine how a particular cue affects a cell in 

its natural environment due to the interference of other signals. Therefore, the ability to control the 

microenvironment of cells and tissues is necessary to study cell interactions. Towards this end, 

four different devices were developed to aid in the study of cell and tissue behavior. 

 Oxygen-sensitive microwells are microfabricated polystyrene circular wells that are 

embedded with an oxygen responsive dye for the purpose of measuring the oxygen tension of 

isolated cell clusters. Here, both cell-cell interactions and oxygen levels are controlled or 

monitored by the device. Oxygen is critical in a number of cell pathways, but is often overlooked 

in cell culture. The device is a simple and quick method to measure the oxygen levels without 

disturbing the cells in culture. The microwells parameters such as depth and width are adaptable to 

specific experimental conditions, and the microwells are compatible with high-magnification 

modalities such as confocal microscopy.  

 The second device is a calibration tool for fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV), a 

commonly used analytical tool to measure chemical species. The microfluidic flow cell (µFC) is a 

tool that utilizes microfluidics to improve the electrode calibrations for FSCV. The µFC is simple 

device that switches between buffer and buffer with a known concentration of the analyte of 

interest – in this case dopamine - in a Y-channel. The ability to quickly switch solutions  
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SUMMARY 

yielded electrode calibrations with faster rise times and were more stable at peak current values. 

The µFC reduced the number of external electrical components previously needed for this 

calibration and produced linear calibrations over a range of concentrations.  For proof of concept, 

an electrode calibrated with the µFC was used to measure changes in dopamine concentration of a 

rat undergoing behavioral tasks.  

 The last two devices stem from a common idea – the ability to precisely control chemical 

delivery to cells and tissues. The first device automates the delivery of chemicals to gain spatially 

and temporally control. Having this degree of control is important for a variety of studies from 

yeast chemotropism to neurotransmitter release. The device consists of six valve-actuated channels 

that are constructed with vias to allow chemical access to the environment. The program 

LabVIEW is used to determine the duration, repetition, and delay of chemical release. The device 

was utilized for the study of yeast chemotropism on agarose and was able to produce a consistent 

gradient that caused orientation of yeast cells towards the higher concentration end of the gradient.  

 Lastly, the final device is an expansion of the automated chemical delivery device. Instead 

of six vias for chemical access, the expanded device has an array of 192. This provides an even 

higher degree of control and allows for several chemicals to be studied in combination. A 

multiplexor is utilized to increase the number of vias to 192 while only requiring 24 off chip valves 

for control. A MATLAB GUI allows each individual via to be independently accessed and 

chemical delivery be independently controlled.  
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SUMMARY 

 Although these devices are look different on the surface, they share the common design 

principles such as laminar flow, spatial definition, and diffusion to exert specific constraints on the 

cell and tissue environment. 
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I. CHAPTER 1: OXYGEN-SENSITIVE MICROWELLS 
 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1  Microwell cell culture: controlled, high-throughput analysis of cell behavior 

 Microwell cell culture allows precise control of cellular microenvironments by physically 

isolating a defined number of cells in discrete wells. The number of cells trapped is dependent on 

microwell diameter, depth, and the seeding density. Microwell popularity is attributed to its 

relatively simple fabrication and the ability to conduct high-throughput analysis down to the 

single-cell level.  Several biological studies utilize microwell cell culture to address a variety of 

unknown cell behavior and properties[1-5].  

 Microwells have been implemented as a technique to produce standardized embryoid 

bodies (EB) from embryonic stem (ES) cells. ES cells are of interest since they can differentiate 

to a number of cell types, which can be used for a variety of therapies[1, 2]. The elements in the 

microenvironment such as the cell-cell contacts or growth factors determine ES differentiation 

and previous methods to differentiate ES cells yielded non-uniform EBs[6]. Microwells can 

standardize these factors allowing more control over the process of differentiation and to 

determine the components necessary to produce optimal results.  

 Microwells are also utilized for high-throughput screening since the high volume of wells 

allows many experiments to be performed in parallel and the ability to image and track 

individual cell behavior over time. Areas that require high-throughput screening include drug 

toxicity studies[3, 4] where a large library of parameters are tracked and monitored and the 

cellular responses are recorded.  
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Figure 1.1 A comparison of EBs formed in suspension and in 40 micron microwells. The EBs 
produced in microwells exhibited near uniform shape and size. (reprinted from Karp et al., Lab 
Chip, 2007) 
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While the studies in the previous two examples are not related, they require similar specific 

conditions that are met with the implementation of microwells. These conditions are what 

distinguish microwell cell culture from standard cell culture. 

 

1.1.2 Standard cell culture vs. microwell cell culture 

 Standard cell culture produces measurements that are averages of millions of individual 

responses and can provide misleading information on individual cell behavior due to cell 

heterogeneity even amongst cells of the same type [7]. In reality, a population of cells can 

provide a variety of distributions in cell behavior even when exposed to the identical 

environment.   For example, a bimodal response may not be apparent if it analyzed as a 

population instead of on the single cell level as shown in Figure 1.2. Studying the cells at a 

singular level is essential for determining cells that are outliers in a population, which can be 

studied further to examine the cause of their differences. 

Microwells simplify the analysis of individual cell response compared to standard cell 

culture by reducing the number of cell-cell contacts and limiting the number of cells in close 

proximity. Controlling these interactions is vital for applications ranging from tissue engineering 

to drug resistance [8, 9], where the efficacy of potential therapies are tested on relevant cell lines.  

 

1.1.3  Previous iteration of microwells 

Microwells have been constructed from a multitude of materials including but not limited 

to polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [10, 11], hydrogels [12-14], polystyrene (PS) [11, 15, 16], and 

photoresists [10, 11, 13].  PDMS is optically transparent, non-toxic, biocompatible, and moldable  
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Figure 1.2 A population of cells of the same type can exhibit heterogeneous behavior. This 
schematic shows a population of cells represented as blue and green circles. If the population’s 
response is average, the bimodal behavior of the population shown in the chart is lost.  
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making it suitable for microwell fabrication [17].  The microwells can be formed directly from a 

photoresist master, or a PDMS microstamp is used to form wells in uncured PDMS [10, 11].  The 

microwell array size and the individual diameters are tunable with the photoresist mold. 

However, PDMS is not an ideal substrate for cellular investigations due to the polymer’s 

hydrophobicity, which absorbs many bioactive compounds present in the cell media[18]. Poly 

ethylene glycol (PEG) hydrogels are another popular microwell material composed of PEG-DA 

prepolymer that is molded into microwell arrays by PDMS stamps and subsequently crosslinked 

by UV light[12, 13]. PEG microwells can also be fabricated by selectively crosslinking PEG 

using a photomask [14]. PS is another substrate that is increasingly used in microwell work due 

to its extensive use in cell culture and is the standard material in cell culture dishes. The PS 

microwells can also be surface-treated similarly to standard culture dishes. Hot embossing thick 

PS films with a PDMS master under a load creates patterned microwells [11]. Pre-stressed 

polystyrene sheets can also be heated to create molds for PDMS or PEG microwells [15]. 

Although the microwells have various methods of construction, the commonality is the ability to 

provide a uniform environment and to exert spatial control over cells.  

 

1.1.4  Oxygen monitoring in culture 

The ability to monitor oxygen is an important yet often overlooked aspect of cell culture.  

Oxygen consumption is one indicator of metabolism and can reveal changes in the cell and its 

environment. Cell metabolic rate also influences other processes such as the production of 

reactive oxygen species and proliferation. Cells are usually exposed to ambient air or about 21% 
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oxygen during standard biological studies. However, cells normally do not experience oxygen 

tensions this high. This is particularly true for primary cells. It is common to see oxygen tensions 

of 90-110 mmHg (12-14%) O2 for the brain[19], 27-49 mm Hg(3.6-6.4%) O2 for bone 

marrow[20], and 30-90 mmHg (3.9-12%) O2 for liver[21] in vivo. Figure 1.3 shows the growth 

suppression that occurs when cardio fibroblasts are exposed to three levels of oxygen (3,20,21) 

[22].  As the oxygen levels rise, the growth rate of the cells is reduced. When the cells that were 

previously exposed to 21% oxygen are exposed to 3%, growth rates were recouped as shown 

with the white bar.  Incorporating oxygen sensors into cell culture substrates would provide a 

real time analysis of oxygen levels, which can relay the cell’s condition.  Measuring oxygen 

levels is also important as oxygen tensions vary dramatically between tissue types in vivo. It is 

essential to characterize various tissues’ oxygen tensions when conducting oxygen-dependent 

experiments for the in vitro cells to exhibit behavior similar to in vivo. Furthermore, monitoring 

oxygen tension in cell culture is useful to determine if the cells are exposed to the appropriate 

oxygen levels, which can have an effect on the experimental outcome.   

There are several variations of in situ oxygen sensors.  Clark electrodes were previously 

used to measure oxygen tension of cell monolayer[23]. Unfortunately, these probes consume 

oxygen, which change the oxygen tension exposed to the cells.  Also, the probes are not easily 

integrated into the cell culture setup for continuous measurement and the selective membrane is 

prone to fouling due to repeated cell exposure.  Currently, commonly used sensors involve 

oxygen sensitive fluorophores embedded in a substrate.  One method incorporates platinum 

porphyrin dye (PtTFPP) into PDMS thin films that are sandwiched between Teflon and another  
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Figure 1.3 Cardio fibroblasts were cultured for seven days at 3,10, and 21 percent oxygen. The 
cells exhibited slower growth rates at higher oxygen concentrations. (reprinted from Roy et al., 
Cir Res,  2003) 
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layer of PDMS. The sensor detects changes in the oxygen tension through the PDMS layer where 

cells are attached[24]. 

Others have used nanosensors composed of oxygen–sensitive ruthenium (II) embedded in 

polystyrene nanobeads, which are attached to cells to monitor oxygen consumption directly[25].  

For our oxygen-sensitive microwells, PtOEPK, a fluorophore that is quenched in the presence of 

oxygen reducing the intensity, is used as the oxygen sensor that is embedded in PS for 

immobilization[26] and is embossed with a PDMS stamp to form the microwells.  PS becomes 

the cell substrate. PtOEPK is already commonly used in the food industry to determine the 

oxygen levels in prepackaged food such as produce or processed meat. A PtOEPK sensor placed 

in the food packaging and exposed to fluorescent light is a quick method to measure oxygen 

concentration to determine the rate of ripening or lipid oxidation of food[27].  

We produced oxygen-sensitive microwells that house cells for culture and detect oxygen 

in a format compatible with high-resolution imaging as these wells were made on a coverglass 

substrate. Well depth was varied by changing the concentration of solvent in the PS solution. PS 

in contact with the PDMS master reduces the sensor thickness to approximately 75 µm making it 

compatible for high-resolution microscopic imaging of cells. The microwell design produced 

areas between the wells that were not in contact with the cells, which prevented fouling of the 

sensor.  The sensors have the ability to monitor changes with a limited number of cells as a 

function of oxygen over a large area simultaneously. 
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1.2  Methods and materials 

1.2.1  Fabrication of the PDMS embossing mold 

 A 3” silicon wafer was rinsed with acetone, isopropanol, and methanol and dried under 

nitrogen.  Negative photoresist (SU-8 2150, MicroChem, MA) was spincoated to a thickness of 

250 µm.  The photoresist was prebaked at 65oC for 10 minutes and 95oC for 65 minutes.  

Photoresist was exposed to UV light of 390 mJ/cm2 through photomask. Photoresist was post 

exposure baked at 65oC for 5 minutes and at 95oC for 25 minutes.  Photoresist was developed in 

SU-8 developer, rinsed with isopropanol, and dried with nitrogen resulting in circular wells of a 

particular diameters ranging from 200-500 µm (Figure 1.4a).  Developed photoresist was 

silanized with (Tridecafluoro 1, 2,2-tetrahydroctyl)-1-trichlorosilane (United Chemical 

Technologies, PA) vapor in a desiccator for 2 hours to facilitate PDMS casting and removing the 

many cast PDMS pillars from the many SU8 wells.  PDMS prepolymer (Sylgard 184, Dow 

Corning, IL) was mixed 10:1(polymer:curing agent), degassed, and was poured onto the master 

(Fig. 1.4b).   PDMS was cured on a 75oC hotplate for 2 hours.  PDMS was removed from the 

SU-8 master to create a stamp to emboss PS/PtOEPK (Fig. 1.4c). 

 

1.2.2  PS/PtOEPK patterning 

 A 35% w/w PS/toluene solution was composed of PS pellets (200,000 MW, Sigma-

Aldrich, MO) dissolved in toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, MO).  The solution was tightly sealed in a 

glass bottle to prevent toluene evaporation and was placed on a shaker for 24 hours for complete 

dissolution.  PtOEPK was added at 1 mg/ml of PS/toluene solution and was dissolved.  A 

coverglass was cleaned with acetone, methanol, and isopropanol and dried under nitrogen. A 400 
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µL volume of solution was pipetted onto a circle coverglass with a diameter of 25 mm and was 

set aside for 24 hours for complete toluene evaporation (Fig1.2.1d).  The PS/toluene solution was 

exposed to light during the evaporation process to reduce the extent of photobleaching during 

experiments. The PDMS stamp was placed in contact with the PS-coated coverglass and placed 

on a 100oC hot plate for 15 minutes.  A weight of 3.0 kg was placed on the stamp to press the 

PDMS into the heated substrate (Fig.1.2.1e).   The PDMS was cooled to room temperature and 

removed, revealing the microwells (Fig. 1.2.1f). The microwells were then released from the 

coverglass (Fig.1.2.1g).  Microwells were prone to curling after removal.  To create a flat 

substrate, the microwell discs were placed on an 85oC hotplate and gently flattened.  Next, the 

wells were plasma treated with a corona discharge device (BD-20AC, Electro-Technic, IL) to 

promote cell attachment; however, this step can be skipped if non-adherent cells will be used. 

For ease, the microwells were placed in a 6-well plate.  A milliliter of PDMS was added to the 

bottom of the 6-well plate to “glue” the microwells to the plate and prevent movement.  The 

microwells were sterilized in 70% ethanol for 20 minutes and were exposed to UV light at 254 

nm in a biosaftey cabinet for at least 15 minutes prior to use in cell culture experiments. 

 

1.2.3  Cell culture and staining  

 Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cells (ATCC, MD) were cultured in Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM, Gibco) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) Fetal Bovine 

Serum (Thermo Scientific HyClone, UT) and 1% of penicillin (10,000 U) and streptomycin 

(10mg/mL) (Sigma-Aldrich, MO). The cells were incubated at 37oC with 5% CO2.  Cells were 

seeded by pipetting a concentration between 0.5-1×107 cells/mL on a square coverglass the width  
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Figure 1.4 The fabrication process for the oxygen-sensitive microwells. 
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of the substrate.  A cell loading technique was utilized to seed cells into the wells while 

removing excess cells from the surface. Wells containing media and cells were then placed into 

the incubator and subsequent media was not added until the cells attached to prevent 

dislodgement.  Hoechst dye (Sigma-Aldrich, MO) was added at a concentration of 3 µg/µL to 

stain and count cells trapped in microwells.  PtOEPK cytotoxicity was evaluated with a live/dead 

viability/cytotoxicity assay (Invitrogen, CA).  MDCK cells were stained with a Rhodamin-

phalloidin (Invitrogen, CA) to image the actin cytoskeleton.         

 

1.2.4.  Oxygen sensor calibration and microscopy 

 Oxygen sensitive microwells were calibrated by determining the corresponding 

fluorescent intensity at a particular oxygen level. Gases containing 21%, 10%, and 0% O2 (100% 

N2) were exposed to the microwell surface during fluorescent image acquisition, and the 

intensities were recorded. Images were obtained at the junction between four wells (Figure 1.3.1) 

to measure intensity changes.  Ten measurements were made at various locations on a coverslip 

of microwells.  An inverted fluorescent microscope (Olympus IX71, NY), a Hamamatsu camera 

(C8484-03001, Japan) fitted with a filter with an excitation/emission of 595/760 nm with a 620 

nm dichroic mirror (Chroma, VT), and Metamorph (v7.63.10) were used for image acquisition 

and analysis. To determine sensor sensitivity, a Stern-Volmer plot was produced. 

The Stern-Volmer relationship determines how the presence of one chemical species 

affects the decay rate of another chemical species. This is described by a simple equation below:   

A*+Q→Q+ A Eq. 1 
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Figure 1.5 PDMS oxygen insert was used to calibrate the PtOEPK microwell sensors. Different 
concentrations of oxygen and their corresponding fluorescent intensities were used to determine 
the calibration curve. 
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where A* is a chemical species in its excited state. Q is the quencher that affects the decay rate 

of A, and A is the chemical species at its steady state. For the microwells, A* is the PtOEPK 

sensor in the absence of oxygen, which is the quencher (Q). The equation describing the kinetics 

of the quenching is: 

f
oI
fI
=1+ qk oτ ⋅ Q[ ]Eq. 2 

where f
oI is the intensity of the sensor without oxygen, fI is the intensity of the sensor in the 

presence of oxygen, qk is the quencher rate coefficient, oτ  is the fluorescence lifetime of A, 

and Q[ ]  is the concentration of oxygen present.  

 Since conditions can vary, the sensor sensitivity to oxygen is experimentally determined. 

Known concentrations of oxygen were exposed to the microwells using the 6-well PDMS 

oxygen inserts[28]. In Figure 1.5, the insert has a microfluidic gas network with a gas permeable 

membrane at the bottom. Gas is then flowed through the device to the network where the gas is 

diffused through the membrane. The PtOEPK sensor sitting on the opposite side of the network 

is exposed to the diffused gas. Subsequently, the fluorescent intensity is measured and the data 

was linearly fit to create the concentration curve.  

 

1.3 Results 

1.3.1 Microwell patterning with PDMS mold 

PtOEPK-embedded PS was utilized when creating the microwell sensor.  Figure 1.6a 

shows a brightfield image of 500 µm diameter microwells on a glass cover slip with the inset  
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Figure 1.6 PS/PtOEPK thin films were embossed to form uniform 500 µm diameter microwells. 
(a) A brightfield image of the oxygen-sensitive microwells. Scale bar is 1 mm. The insert is a 
view of the same well fluorescing under 21% oxygen. Well diameters vary by changing the 
PDMS stamp diameter depending on the application.  Wells of (b) 400 µm, (c) 300 µm, and (d) 
200 µm are shown. 
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showing the fluorescence of these microwells at 595 nm excitation and 760 nm emission at 21% 

oxygen. PtOEPK/PS embossing is a flexible technique and can be adapted to specific 

experimental conditions.  To demonstrate this, well sizes were altered by using PDMS stamps of 

different diameters ranging from 100-500 µm. The patterning technique reliably produced wells 

down to 100 µm. However, microwells produced at diameters lower that 100 µm became  

inconsistent. The posts of the microwells were about 300 µm tall. As the diameter of the 

microwell reduced, the aspect ratio increased, and it became more difficult to produce the wells 

since the higher aspect ratio posts were more likely do deform under pressure and heat. Varying 

the concentration of PS dissolved in toluene altered sensor thickness. Higher PS concentration 

resulted in deeper wells, and conversely, lower PS concentration produced shorter wells.  Figure 

1.7 shows the corresponding well depth for a particular PS concentration.  PtOEPK/PS is only 75 

µm thick at the bottom of wells, which maintains a transparent surface necessary for microscopy.  

High magnification modalities, such as the confocal microscope, require thin cover slips to 

mount specimens, and the coat of PS/PtOEPK at the bottom is minimal thickness making it 

compatible with high-resolution microscopy.  

 

1.3.2  Cellular experiments with microwells characterization   

Depending on the experiment conducted, the required number of cells trapped in an 

individual microwell can vary. Studying the heterogeneity of a population usually requires single 

cells to be deposited into each microwell so that differences in the subsequent progeny can be 

measured and compared. Where as the production of cell clusters, as seen when creating 

embryoid bodies or islets, need a larger number of cells trapped for cluster formation. To  
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Figure 1.7 The well depths for 10, 25, 35, and 50 percent PS in toluene solution were 6.5 µm, 
56.4 µm, 91.8 µm, and 120.9 µm respectively. The data represents the mean of three experiments 
with error bars representing the standard deviation.        

 

 

 

Figure 1.8 Microwells seeded with cell concentrations of 1-5x104 cells/mL, 1-2.5x105 cells/mL, 
and 1-2x106 cells/mL trapped 101±24, 36±15, and 9±5 cells respectively. 
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determine the ideal cell concentration for a particular number of trapped cells, different cell 

concentrations were seeded into the microwells and the number of cells trapped was counted. A 

separate 25 mm “microwell disk” housing 500 µm diameter microwells was used with each 

different concentration. The microwells were seeded with a range of cell concentrations and the 

average number of cells trapped is displayed in Figure 1.8. Concentrations of 1-5x104 cells/mL, 

1-2.5x105 cells/mL, and 1-2x106 cells/mL trapped 101 24, 36 15, and 9 5 cells respectively. 

The PS in microwells creates a matrix and immobilizes PtOEPK. However, since the 

cells are in direct contact with the sensor, the biocompatibility of PtOEPK was determined. 

Trapped cells were monitored and exhibited normal growth and proliferations a confirmed in 

Figure 1.9a and 1.9b, which displays cells 1 hour and 2 days after seeding (stained with calcein 

AM). The plasma-treated microwells created a substrate for cell attachment and spreading. For 

more quantitative analysis of PtOEPK cytotoxicity, a live/dead assay was performed on the cells 

growing in the microwells. After a week in culture, cells trapped in oxygen sensitive microwells 

in Figure 1.9c and 1.9d maintained viability confirmed by the uptake of only the calcein AM dye 

and limited uptake of the EthD-1 dye. A control was created by trapping cells in microwells 

made without PtOEPK as shown in Figure 1.9e and 1.9f. PtOEPK excitation wavelength 

overlaps with EtD-1 causing the microwell to fluoresce in Figure 1.9d. Microwells with and 

without the sensor had 93% and 95% viability respectively, and there was no statistical 

difference confirming the suitability of wells for short-term cell culture.   

 The PS thickness at the bottom of the microwell measured 75 µm, which is suitable for 

high magnification microscopy such as confocal. Figure 1.10a shows a confocal image of  
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Figure 1.9 Live/dead assay was performed on cells growing in the microwells. Trapped cells 
were imaged (a) 1 hour and (b) 2 days after seeding. Cells were confined to the wells and 
exhibited normal growth and proliferation. Scale bar 100 µm. MDCK stained with (c) calcein 
AM (live) and (d) EtD-1 (dead) in microwells with PtOEPK. A control was created by trapping 
cells in microwells without PtOEPK and stained with (e) calcein AM and (f) EtD-1. There was 
limited uptake of EtD-1 confirming PtOEPK’s low toxicity is appropriate for short-term cell 
culture.  
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Figure 1.10 The actin cytoskeleton of MDCK cells was stained with with rhodamine-conjugated 
phalloidin to visualize the actin. Cell undergoing proliferation (Figure 1.10a) and spreading 
(Figure 1.10b) were imaged. The scale bars are 50 µm and 20 µm respectively. 	  
 

 

Figure 1.11 Microwells were exposed to (a) 21% oxygen and (c) 0% oxygen (100% nitrogen)  
and changes in fluorescent intensity were monitored.  Oxygen measurements were performed in 
the center of the four wells.   A Stern-Volmer plot describes the relationship between a chemical 
species (PtOEPK) and its quencher (oxygen) in Fig. 1.3.3b.  At 35%, the Stern-Volmer slope was 
.0753, and a concentration of 21% oxygen yielded a 2.5 increase in the intensity as compared to 
0% O2.  Scale bars are 100 µm.     	  
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MDCK cells stained with rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin to visualize the actin. Figure 1.10b is 

a  magnified view of the cells in the microwell. 

 

1.3.3  PtOEPK characterization 

 The sensitivity of the microwells is dependent on two conditions: the concentration of 

PtOEPK and PS thickness. There is a trade off between sensor sensitivity and PS thickness. A 

thinner PS/PtOEPK results in higher sensitivity since the PtOEPK dye is more likely to be  

exposed at surface and interact with the oxygen molecules than compared to thicker films where 

the PtOEPK is more likely to immobilized[26]. For our application, a 35% (w/w) solution of PS 

and toluene was used to achieve deeper wells to contain the cells.  However, the concentration 

and the resulting thickness used are dependent upon the size of the cells and application.  Figure 

1.11a and 1.11c displays changes in fluorescent intensity of 35% (w/w) microwells exposed 0% 

oxygen (100% nitrogen) and 21% oxygen.  Oxygen measurements were performed in the center 

of the four wells, and ten locations on the microwell chip were measured.  A Stern-Volmer plot 

describes the relationship between a chemical species (PtOEPK) and its quencher (oxygen)[28], 

and this was used to determine the change in intensity relative to oxygen and PS concentration in 

Fig. 1.11b.  At 35%, the Stern-Volmer slope was .0753, and a concentration of 21% oxygen 

yielded a 2.5 reduction in the intensity as compared to 0% O2.   

 

1.3.4  Microwell sensor oxygen measurements 

 The beginning of the chapter focused on utilizing the microwells as a method to measure 

exogenous oxygen that is inputted into the system. However since the sensor is sensitive to 
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ambient oxygen concentration, is it possible for the microwells to detect changes in the 

microenvironment of the cells in different conditions? To test the microwells’ ability to sense 

environmental changes, the oxygen levels of trapped cells at different concentrations were 

monitored.  One coverslip with 500 µm diameter microwells were seeded with MDCK cells at a 

high density (330 cells/well) and another coverslip at a low density (20 cells/well).  MDCK cells 

were selected due to their high aerobic activity[29]. Oxygen-sensitive microwells were calibrated 

as previously described to determine the Stern-Volmer curve. The measurement locations used 

during calibration were re-measured with the addition of cells. Coverslips were placed in a six  

well plate and stored in an incubator. Fluorescent images were captured after 12 hours. High-

density wells had an oxygen level of 12.6±0.77% where as low density wells exhibited an 

oxygen level of 19.5±0.47%, which was 35.7% higher than the high density seeding as shown in 

Figure 1.12. Thus, microwells with a lower cell density resulted in a lower rate of oxygen 

consumption, which maintained a higher oxygen level.   

 

1.4   Discussion        

An advantage of the technique presented is the combination of the sensor and the 

substrate, which simplifies the fabrication process. Previous methods for combining sensors on 

substrates deposited multiple layers of the sensor and substrate for cell attachment requiring 

intricate fabrication or multiple photolithographic steps to fabricate the designs[11]. PS dissolved 

in toluene made embossing manageable since the solution was easily deposited as a thin film 

onto a coverglass, and very minimal heat and pressure was required to generate the patterns.  

Plasma-treated PS is compatible with adherent cell culture eliminating the need to adsorb  
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Figure 1.12 The oxygen concentration was measured at the microwells’ surface.  High-density 
microwells exhibited an oxygen level of 12.6±0.77% where as low density wells exhibited an 
oxygen level of 19.5±0.47%, which was 35.7% higher than high density seeding.  The heights of 
the bars are the mean of three independent experiments with 6 oxygen measurements at each 
experiment with error bars representing the standard deviation.   	  
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proteins and other components for cell attachment. In addition, non-adherent cell types 

can also be used without this plasma treatment step, which will block adhesion to the substrate.  

MDCK cells seeded in the wells exhibited normal attachment and spreading shown in Figure 

1.9c when pretreated with oxygen plasma.  Since the cytotoxicity of PtOEPK with direct was 

unknown, a live/dead assay determined that PtOEPK was safe for a short-term cell culture period 

of 1 week. However, for experiments longer than 1 week, the PtOEPK may leach out and 

cytotoxicity would have to be reassessed.  

This technique is easily adaptable to various experimental conditions.  Well depth was 

determined by the PS concentration used, and well diameter was varied by the diameter of the 

PDMS stamp.  It is a robust technique, and the PDMS stamp was reused at least 20 times without 

pattern deterioration. The microwell design created distinct locations for oxygen measurements 

on the chip between the wells where the sensor is in the proximity (within 500 µm) of the cells 

without being directly exposed to the cells, which would generate optical interference of the 

fluorescence intensity. Well depth can be easily adjusted by altering the dissolution conditions 

for a particular cell type, as larger cells require deeper wells for trapping. This adaptability 

creates a variety of applications that would benefit from oxygen monitoring ranging from single 

cell analysis to developing standardized embryoid bodies both of which have been previously 

demonstrated.  Previous studies have also measured the stability of PtOEPK and its low 

susceptibility to photobleaching, which makes it ideal for extended experiments[30]. While there 

are certainly other simple microwell fabrication strategies[15] with their unique advantages none 

combine oxygen sensors on coverglass substrates.  Most importantly, the oxygen sensitivity can 

be locally measured by measuring the intensity between four wells.  A 2 cm2 area on a substrate 
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contains over a hundred sensor regions, making the ability to gather multiple data points across a 

large substrate a simple and straightforward task. 

A cell’s oxygen tension plays a critical role in cell behavior.  Thus, measuring oxygen 

tension can provide additional information about how a cell responds to various oxygen 

concentrations or how a change in oxygen affects a cell process. This is demonstrated in Fig. 

1.12 where MDCK cells at high density had a 35.7% decrease in oxygen tension than low-

density wells.  The ability to monitor the oxygen tension is especially important in cell processes 

involving growth and development. As stated previously, experiments are normally performed at 

ambient air (21% oxygen) can cause cell behavior to deviate from in vivo. Oxygen is an 

important element in embryonic stem and progenitor cell development where areas of low 

oxygen tension drive differentiation[31]. For example, oxygen can control the differentiation of 

mesenchymal stem cells where an oxygen level of 3% maintains their undifferentiated state[32].  

In addition, an oxygen-deficient environment also drives vascularization of mammalian 

embryos[33, 34]. Oxygen-dependent factors such as VEGF and HIF-1 help to produce blood 

vessels in areas of low oxygen tension [35-37]. A possible application of oxygen-sensitive 

microwells is monitoring the degree of differentiation at specific levels of oxygenation to 

determine optimal parameters. This is also applicable for the study of vascularization in an 

embryo. In addition to the oxygen sensor, the capability of high magnification microscopy due to 

the thin substrate enables the ability to monitor the cell’s intracellular responses to oxygen or 

monitor any changes in conjunction with oxygen consumption. Microwells suitable for high 

magnification microscopy could monitor the stem cells phenotypic changes such as the 

appearance of lipid-filled vacuoles during adipogenic differentiation[38]. The microwells are 
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compatible for small working distances commonly seen with high magnification modalities such 

as the confocal microscope. In addition, the microwells are able to simultaneously assess oxygen 

conditions in addition to other standard cellular fluorescent assays.  

1.5  Conclusion 
 

 The method reported in this paper provides a simple and efficient way to construct PS is a 

suitable cell culture material, and PS film thickness is easily adjustable by simply changing the 

concentrations.  The ability to tailor the geometric parameters of the wells while incorporating an 

oxygen sensor makes it flexible for various experiments and other applications.  The microwells 

allow simultaneous monitoring of oxygen levels during experiments. Oxygen-sensitive 

microwells could be a simple and useful biological tool that can be incorporated into the standard 

biomedical research lab.    
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II. CHAPTER 2: ELECTRODE CALIBRATION WITH A MICROFLUIDIC FLOW 

CELL FOR FAST-SCAN CYCLIC VOLTEMMETRY 

2.1  Introduction 

2.1.1  Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry as an analytical method for chemical detection  

Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) is a common analytical electrochemistry tool that 

has more recently been applied to investigate the role of neurotransmitters in awake and 

behaving subjects[1-3].  Its ability to detect chemical changes with high temporal and spatial 

resolution accounts for its prevalence in measuring neurotransmitters such as dopamine (DA) in 

awake and behaving animals (in vivo)[4, 5]. FSCV is an integral tool for understanding drug 

mechanisms and animal models involved with dopamine release[6].  

 The sub-second temporal resolution of FSCV is attributed to the interaction between the 

carbon-fiber microelectrode and the dopamine in solution.  A driving voltage is rapidly applied 

to a carbon fiber electrode that is exposed to DA in solution. DA that is adsorbed on the 

electrode surface undergoes oxidation and reduction, which produces a current that is 

measured[7]. The production of the current is described in Figure 2.1 where the release of 

electrons is produced during the oxidation-reduction process. 

Electroactive species are identified by their current by voltage plots; for the neurotransmitter DA, 

the current at the potential that evokes peak oxidative current is directly proportional to 

concentration[1]. Electrodes are used acutely and must be calibrated after use to relate 

concentration to observed current. The calibration process involves a carbon fiber electrode that 

is exposed to several concentrations of DA and the corresponding current responses are recorded  
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Figure 2.1 The oxidation of DA produces electrons that are adsorbed onto the surface of the 
electrode tip, which produces an increase in current. As the electrode is exposed to the negative 
voltage ramp, dopamine quinone is reduced back to dopamine [8]. (reprinted from Bernsmann et 
al., Electrochimica Acta, 2011) 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
Figure 2.2 The electrode calibration process to convert current to concentration. 
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to create a calibration curve. This calibration curve is used to determine DA concentrations that 

are measured in vivo.   

 

2.1.2  Previous and current methods for calibrating carbon fiber electrodes 

 Commonly, a flow injection apparatus is used to calibrate electrodes[9, 10]. The system 

consists of a syringe pump and a rotary valve loop injector preloaded with dopamine, and an 

electrode tip is inserted into the end of the loop injector. A buffer solution (commonly phosphate 

buffer or artificial cerebral spinal fluid) is continuously pumped through the flow system, and a 

computer triggers the release of dopamine into the buffer.  Thus, the flow injection apparatus 

briefly exposes the electrode to a known concentration of dopamine before returning to buffer 

alone. The macro flow cell (mFC), another calibration device, is an adaptation of the flow 

injection system[11]. Instead of the electrode being inserted in the injector, it is stationary in a 

flow cell and buffer and dopamine are sequentially passed over the electrode. Buffer is 

continuously pumped into the system, and an injection apparatus is preloaded with dopamine and 

injected into the flow cell. In addition, other calibration setups exist that are similar in design and 

incorporate similar equipment with subtle variations implemented by different laboratories. In all 

systems the electrode is briefly exposed to dopamine for calibration, but they require multiple 

components. Electrode placement in the flow injection apparatus is tedious and requires a 

micromanipulator, and there is a risk of the electrode breaking during placement. The macro 

flow cell simplifies the electrode placement by using an in-house manipulator that easily docks 

the electrode into the flow cell. However, due to the large chamber volume, the macro flow cell 

slowly switches between solutions, creating a slow rise time in the calibration curve, which does 
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not stabilize at a peak current value. A large contributor to these injector issues is attributed to 

the large volume used for the buffer solution. This and other issues are addressed with the 

implementation of microfluidic devices. 

 

2.1.3  Important properties of microfluidics 

Microfluidics is the area of study where fluids are controlled and manipulated at the 

microscale level. There are a number of advantages in microfluidics including: a reduction of 

reagents required to run specific processes, the relatively low cost of production, and specific 

characteristics that emerge with fluid at the microscale[12]. These advantages contributed to its 

incorporation in the area of analytical chemistry where these properties were exploited for high-

throughput screening and detection. A particularly interesting phenomenon occurs to fluids at 

this scale is the production of laminar flow due to a low Reynolds’s number, usually less than 

one. Laminar flow is the parallelization of fluid streamlines, which do not mix except for 

diffusive mixing. Laminar flow has been essential in the separation of reagents, the formation of 

droplets[13-15], and the study of cell and developmental processes. Laminar flow was key in the 

improvement in the design conventional flow injectors. 

  

2.1.4  Microchip-based flow injectors 

Microchip-based flow injectors have been developed to address the issues associated with 

conventional flow injectors[16-20]. Commonly, these chips commonly utilize two separate 

streams of the buffer and sample of interest. Off-chip switching either using electrokinetic 

focusing or an injection valve can determine which stream is exposed the microelectrode. The 
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on-chip measurements improve on the previous methods since there is minimal dilution of the 

sample of interest. These devices however require separate equipment to drive the switching 

between solutions.        

 

2.1.5  Microfluidic flow cell  

To improve on these methods a microfluidic flow cell (µFC) was developed which 

borrows from the mFC and builds upon previous microchip-based flow injectors. The µFC 

houses the electrode in a plastic manipulator that is docked into a polycarbonate Y-channel 

allowing the electrode access into the channel. The device contains inlet and outlet ports for 

buffer and buffer with a known concentration of dopamine, and a reference electrode 

(chlorinated silver wire) is included to perform FSCV.  

The ability to quickly change the fluidic interface between two solutions in a Y-channel 

is exploited as previously demonstrated for other microfluidic applications[21, 22]. When two 

fluids in a microfluidic Y-channel combine, laminar flow is dominate. Therefore, the two 

streamlines do not mix except through diffusion at the interface between the liquids. Changing 

the flow rate of the fluids can change where the fluidic interface is positioned in the channel. It is 

the changing of the interface that creates the quick switching between dopamine and buffer 

solutions on the electrode, which creates a step-like current response. The µFC simplifies the 

electrode calibration while improving the rise times and its stabilization at peak current values.  

 

2.2  Materials and Methods 

2.2.1  µFC Fabrication and Calibration Setup 
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Figure 2.3 An AutoCAD diagram of the two acrylic blocks composing the microfluidic 
flow cell. (Courtesy of Eric Schmidt at Research Resources Center) 
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The µFC was designed in AutoCAD (Figure 2.3) and machined from two acrylic blocks 

measuring 2.8cm l × 5.5cm w × 1.2cm h by Eric Schimdt and Matthew Schuck at the Biologic 

Resources Center at UIC. The top half housed the molded Y-channel and manipulator insert to 

allow the electrode access to fluid in the channel. A silicone rubber O-ring was placed in the 

insert to prevent the leaking of solution into the manipulator. Inlets and an outlet were drilled for 

fluid flow, and a reference electrode, composed of chlorinated silver wire (Ag/AgCl), was 

inserted into a hole drilled perpendicular to the outlet and sealed with epoxy. The two parts were 

assembled together with screws to seal the channel. Connectors (#13160; World Precision 

Instruments) were inserted into the inlets and outlet and connected to Tygon tubing (R-3603, ID 

1/16", OD 1/8"; Cole-Parmer). The design of this channel can be easily fabricated by any 

machine shop with basic CNC milling machine capabilities. 

Gravity perfusion was used to drive fluid through the device. Two open 60 ml syringes 

(BD Syringe) were hung 0.45m above the device, and flow was controlled with intravenous (IV) 

dial flow regulators (Wolf Medical Supply) and 1way stopcocks (Cole- Parmer).   

 For all experiments artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF) was used as buffer and 

contained (in mM): 125 NaCl, 4 KCL, 1.3 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 0.66 NaH2PO4, 2 Na2HPO4, 1 

glucose; termed buffer solution). For calibrations, dopamine hydrochloride (Sigma Aldrich) was 

diluted in the buffer solution (termed dopamine solution). Buffer and dopamine solutions were 

filled into separate syringes. A manipulator introduced the carbon-fiber electrode into the 

channel. Flow rate determined which input was exposed to the electrode by shifting the fluidic 

interface between the input streams in the channel. The buffer solution was continuously 
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delivered at a rate of 1 ml/min, and when on, the dopamine solution was delivered at a rate of 1.5 

ml/min which caused the fluidic interface to shift and exposed the electrode to the dopamine 

solution. All bubbles were removed before calibrations to prevent interference with the signal 

measured. 

 

2.2.2  Voltammetric Recordings 

Procedures for FSCV recordings are identical to those previously described[11, 23]. 

Briefly, electrodes were made by aspirating a carbon fiber into a glass pipette, which was pulled 

in a vertical micropipette puller. These electrodes, which had a length of carbon fiber protruding 

from the glass seal, were examined under light microscopy and the fiber was cut to 75-100 µm 

using a scalpel. Electrodes were then loaded into custom-made manipulators (UIC Biologic 

Resources Center). Using these manipulators, which are designed to interface with the guide 

cannula implanted in the brain of experimental rat subjects, electrodes were lowered into the 

channel of the µFC. Electrodes were held at −0.4 V against Ag/AgCl between voltammetric 

scans and then driven to +1.3 V and back at 400 V/s. This triangle waveform causes oxidation 

and reduction of chemical species at the electrode resulting in a large background current. 

Background current is digitally subtracted so that changes in current produced by the 

oxidation/reduction of transient signals (e.g. neurotransmitter) can be identified. Dopamine is 

electroactive within this potential range and is identified by plotting current against the applied 

potential used to produce a background-subtracted voltammogram color plot. 

 

2.2.3  Subjects 
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Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River; ~350 g) were housed in plastic cages 

(26.5 x 50 x 20 cm) in a temperature (22°C) and humidity (30%) controlled environment on a 

12/12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 7:00 am). Rats were food restricted to ~95% of their ad 

libitum body weight with free access to water during training and testing but not during recovery 

from surgery. Animal care and use was in accordance with the National Institutes for Health 

Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee at the University of Illinois at Chicago. 

 

2.2.4  Surgery 

Surgical procedures were identical to previously described[11, 23]. Briefly, rats were 

anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (100 mg/kg) and xylazine hydrochloride (10 mg/kg) 

and mounted in a stereotaxic frame (David Kopf Instruments). A guide cannula directed at the 

nucleus accumbens core (mm from Bregma: +1.3 anterior, -1.5 lateral), a chlorinated silver wire 

reference electrode in the contralateral cortex, and a bipolar stimulating electrode in the ventral 

midbrain (mm from Bregma: -5.2 anterior, -1.0 lateral), were implanted and affixed to the skull 

using dental cement. Rats were allowed at least a week of recovery before FSCV recordings took 

place.  

 

2.3  Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Minimized components for electrode calibration 

The mFC required multiple instruments for operation. Two images of the mFC and µFC 

calibration setup are displayed in Figure 2.3. In the mFC, a gravity flow was used to  
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Figure 2.4. The macro flow cell (mFC) requires multiple components for operation.  The mFC is 
connected to a syringe pump which continuously perfuses buffer into a bath through the inlet. A flow 
injection apparatus injects buffer+dopamine into the bath where the carbon fiber electrode, housed in the 
manipulator, and the reference electrode come into contact with the solution for current measurements. A 
trigger and computer (not shown) controls the duration the buffer+dopamine is introduced into the 
solution.  The microfluidic flow cell eliminates the need for external instruments. It consists of a Y-
channel with an opening in the center of the channel to accommodate a carbon fiber-microelectrode 
housed in a manipulator. The electrode is lowered by the manipulator into contact with fluid flow. A 
gasket is placed in the insert to block fluid from entering the manipulator, and a reference electrode is 
placed in the side for contact with the outflow. The microelectrode and reference electrode are used in 
conjunction to measure the changes in current in the system.     
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continuously perfuse the buffer solution. A flow injection apparatus injected the dopamine 

solution into the bath where the carbon fiber electrode, housed in the manipulator, and the 

reference electrode, came into contact with the solution for measurements. A trigger and 

computer (not shown) controlled the duration the dopamine solution was introduced. Multiple 

calibrations were tedious since the flow injection apparatus could only preload 300 µl of 

dopamine solution at a time. Lastly, the additional components occupy a larger amount of bench 

space.     

The µFC addressed problems with the mFC by introducing the carbon fiber electrode 

directly in the center of a microfluidic Y-channel.  As before, the electrode’s position in the 

channel was controlled by the manipulator it was housed in, and a reference electrode was added 

for current measurements. Gravity perfusion through two open syringes was used to drive the 

solution. Characteristics of a Y-channel were exploited to switch the electrode between the 

buffer and dopamine solutions. Altering the flow rate of each solution determined which input 

was exposed to the electrode. Additionally, the µFC removed the need for external electrical 

components. 

	  
2.3.2 Rapid switching between buffer and dopamine and reduced variability in current 

response 

A step-like current response was achieved by rapidly switching the solution that the 

electrode was exposed to from buffer to dopamine. In Figure 2.4, food dye was used to color 

each solution and shows the rapid change in fluidic interface in the device, which is achieved by 

altering the flow rates. Initially, the flow rate for the buffer solution (blue) was set to 1 ml/min to 

fill the channel. The dopamine solution (yellow) was introduced into the channel at a rate of 1.5  
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Figure 2.5 The µFC allows for rapid switching of fluids in the microfluidic channel. (A) 
Initially, only the blue fluid was flowing at 1 ml/min. (B) When on, the yellow stream filled a 
majority of the channel due to its faster flow rate of 1.5 ml/min. (C) The blue stream recovered 
when the yellow stream was off. 

 

Figure 2.6 The current responses between the macro flow cell (mFC, blue) and µFC (red) were 
compared. The µFC exhibited a faster rise time and flatter peak. A standard first-order 
exponential was fitted to the early part of the response. Tau of the rise time, was less in the µFC 
(296.62 ms) than the mFC (871.52 ms). In addition, slope gradient of the late phase (dotted 
lines) for the µFC (2.26% per second) was less than for the mFC (6.08% per second). The 
dashed lines show the upper range of the standard error for the µFC and the lower range for the 
mFC. 
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ml/min to displace the flow of the buffer solution and the electrode was briefly exposed to 

dopamine for ~5 seconds. Last, the flow of the dopamine solution was stopped and the buffer 

solution was returned to the electrode. 

Additionally, the µFC simplified multiple successive calibrations since a large reservoir 

of the dopamine solution was maintained allowing for many repetitions of switching between 

solutions, which cannot be achieved in the mFC. 

 Relative to the mFC, the µFC produced current responses that exhibited faster rise times 

and plateaued quicker near the peak current value as displayed in Fig 3. Normalized current 

responses evoked by 1 µM dopamine solution were compared between the µFC and mFC. A 

first-order exponential was fitted to early phase of both responses and revealed that the rise time 

was ~3 times shorter in the µFC than the mFC (tau: 296.62 ms vs. 871.52 ms). In addition, when 

the late phase of the response was fitted with a linear function (dotted lines), the response in the  

µFC was ~2.5 times flatter than in the mFC, i.e. the slope was shallower (slope:  2.26% per s vs. 

6.08% per second). The dashed lines show the upper range of the standard error for the µFC and 

the lower range for the mFC. The shallower slope as the µFC response reaches its maximum 

current value indicates that, relative to the mFC response, it is closer to stabilizing at the peak 

concentration; this provides more confidence when determining the corresponding current value 

to concentration which means the data gathered and calibrated with this method will be more 

accurate. 

 A likely factor accounting for the stabilization of the current response in µFC is the 

constant level of dopamine solution at the electrode surface during applications. In addition, a 

large chamber volume in the mFC created turbulent movement in the bath. Although the  
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Figure 2.7 Linear calibration curves. (A) We assessed electrode responses in the flow cell to a 
range of dopamine concentrations (1000, 500, 200, 100, and 50 nM). Shown here are color plots 
(top panels), cyclic voltammograms (insets) and current by time traces (bottom panels) for a 
single representative electrode across the range of dopamine concentrations. In the color plots, 
the x-axis is time (s), the y-axis is applied potential to the electrode (V) and current is coded by 
pseudocolor (nA, scale on right). The chemical signature of dopamine can be seen as a specific 
change in current at its oxidation (~0.60 V) and reduction (~-0.21 V) potentials. The dashed 
white lines in the left-hand color plot show the data from which the cyclic voltammograms (a) 
and the current by time traces (b) are derived. (B) Data were obtained for five electrodes, shown 
in different colors. Data are mean ± SEM for three trials at each concentration; errors are too 
small to be visible. (C) When normalized to account for differences in maximum amplitude, 
slopes for each electrode were close to 1 (range: 0.918-1.083; mean: 0.985) indicating excellent 
linearity. Data shown are mean ± SEM for the five electrodes shown in B. 
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electrode was in contact with the solution near the inlet, turbulent flow still dispersed the 

dopamine solution creating an inconsistent concentration at the electrode surface. The laminar 

flow in µFC allowed dopamine to near-instantaneously and continuously interacts with electrode, 

stabilizing the peak current amplitude and producing faster rise time.  

 

2.3.2 Calibration curves to determine dopamine concentration in vivo 

 Electrode responses in the µFC to different concentrations of dopamine were measured. 

Figure 2.7A shows the current (represented in color) plotted against the applied potential (Eapp) 

as a function of time for dopamine concentrations of 1000, 500, 200, 100, 0 nM.  Dopamine was 

detected at its peak oxidation potential of ~0.6V (green feature). The current monitored at the 

peak oxidation potential for dopamine are displayed below each ‘color plot’. Both the color and 

current plots exhibit little noise and the current plot retains its step-like shape even at lower 

concentrations. Figure 2.7B displays current responses obtained from five electrodes in the µFC 

at concentrations of 1000, 500, 200, 100, and 50 nM. Due to differences in maximum amplitude 

of the electrodes, the calibration data was normalized (Figure 2.7C). The electrodes exhibited 

linear slopes that were close to 1 (range: 0.918-1.083; mean: 0.985). The linear slopes confirm 

that the flow cell is capable of calibrating electrodes over a range of concentrations, which is 

important when accurately determining concentrations in vivo. 

  The µFC is able to provide accurate calibrations for electrodes used in FSCV studies in 

awake and behaving animals in vivo. The small size of the micro flow cell is an advantage since 

the calibrations can be conducted in the same cage as the in vivo measurements, which allows 

for better standardization of the environment between the experiment and the calibrations. Figure 

2.8a displays a concentration curve for an individual electrode. As before, the curve shows 
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excellent linearity and determined that 1 nA corresponds to 48.26 nM dopamine. After 

calibration, the same electrode was placed in the nucleus accumbens core of a rat, a brain region 

that receives dense dopamine input and is engaged in behaviors that involve learning about food 

and other rewards. Current responses across all voltages of the electrode were measured using 

FSCV in response to sensory stimuli that the rat had been trained to associate with food delivery. 

Specifically, a compound (tone/light) stimulus preceded the delivery of a rewarding sugar pellet 

by 3 s. Single dopamine release events, identified by the specific potentials at which oxidative 

current was observed, were evoked by both the compound cue and the delivery of the sugar 

pellet and were evident in the color plot (Fig. 2.8b). A scan of the current response against time 

(monitored at the peak of the oxidative current, 0.65 V) is shown in Fig. 2.8c. An increase in 

current was apparent at the onset of the compound cue and a second peak in current occurred 

after delivery of the pellet. In this trial, the cues evoked a greater increase in oxidative current 

than pellet delivery, consistent with existing literature[24]. Principal component analysis was 

used with the calibration constant obtained in the µFC to convert the observed current into 

dopamine concentration[25], and this concentration is plotted in Fig. 2.8c.  

 Electrode calibrations are essential for studies employing FSCV. While analyte 

identification can be performed in situ, understanding the relationship between observed current 

and concentration requires electrode calibration. The µFC allows permits accurate calibrations 

that can be performed before and/or after in vivo recordings. Accurate calibrations provide 

confidence that concentration values assigned to current changes match true concentrations of 

dopamine encountered in the brain. In addition, the µFC is applicable for other neurotransmitters, 

chemical species, and the measurement of a solution’s pH.   
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Figure 2.8 Dopamine calibration for in vivo measurements. (A) The µFC produced a 
calibration curve to relate recorded current to dopamine concentration (1 nA= 48.26 nM) 
for a single electrode. Data shown are mean ± SEM for three trials at each concentration; 
errors are too small to be visible. (B) This same electrode was lowered into the nucleus 
accumbens core of an awake, behaving rat and used for in vivo measurements. A color 
plot (as described in detail in Fig. 4) shows dopamine release in vivo while the rat 
responded to food-predictive cues and pellet delivery. (C) The calibration curve is used in 
conjunction with principal component analysis to derive concentration of dopamine from 
current produced. 
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2.4  Conclusion 

  The µFC is a simple device that permits rapid switching between solutions 

exposed to electrodes used in analytical chemistry and neuroscience. Relative to other devices, 

the removal of external components not only simplified, but the reservoirs of buffer and 

dopamine solutions also allowed for numerous repetitions of calibrations without frequent 

preloading. Importantly, values obtained in the µFC exhibited faster rise times and a shallower 

slope near the peak current. The current response of the µFC maintained its step-like shape over 

a large range of concentrations and produced linear calibration curves, which are essential for 

accurate modeling of in vivo dopamine concentrations. The µFC is a device that can be easily 

integrated in many laboratory setups and is a simple solution for electrode calibrations.            
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III.  CHAPTER 3: AUTOMATED CHEMICAL DELIVERY DEVICE FOR THE 
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL CONTROL OF CHEMICALS IN THE STUDY OF YEAST 
CHEMOTROPISM 

 

3.1  Introduction 

3.1.1 The role of the microenvironment in cell behavior 

 In vitro studies are extensively used in experimental biology since the complexities that 

arise when studying an intact specimen are simplified. Living organisms contain a vast range and 

number of genes, proteins, and signaling molecules, and the isolation of specific cells or tissue 

provides a better approach to study the individual components that would be otherwise be lost in 

the crowd. This idea was the catalyst for the race to grow cells in vitro. Since then, researchers 

have developed techniques to not only maintain cells in vitro, but to also understand cell 

behavior. However, since the cells and tissue are not in their native environment, great effort has 

been taken to mimic the extracellular microenviroment that the cell experiences in vivo. Since 

the differing environments make it difficult to relate in vitro results to the intact organism, it is 

important to provide an appropriate analog to the in vivo environment.  

 Cells are continuously secreting signaling molecules into microenvironment to 

communicate with neighboring or distant cells. The type, concentration, and location of the 

molecules secreted can affect the subsequent behavior of the target cell. The next sections will 

detail the paracrine signaling in yeast. The yeast species Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a simple 

eukaryotic cell and is model organism for the study of eukaryotic behavior. The process of 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae responding and growing in response to chemical gradients is similar 

to growth of axons in neurons[1]. Thus, studying these interactions can provide more 

information on axonal growth in mammalian cells. 
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3.1.2  Yeast chemotropism 

 Most eukaryotic cells exhibit polarized growth in response to chemical signals. 

Chemotropism is the process of directional growth due to gradients of chemoattractants or 

chemorepellents, and this is vital for yeast mating[2, 3]. When yeast are in the haploid state, they 

are able to mate with other haploid cells of the opposite phenotype. For example, a cells secrete a 

pheromone (a-factor) signaling its presence to α cells in the vicinity. In turn, a cells respond to 

α factor by arresting the cell cycle and develop a polarized growth or a “shmoo” towards the α-

cell. The inverse is also true with α-cells[4]. This process is regulated by G-protein-coupled 

receptors and their corresponding G-proteins. 

There are two specific G-protein coupled seven-transmembrane domain receptors that 

bind to the pheromones, Ste2 and Ste3, which bind to α-factor and a-factor respectively. The 

production of the receptors increases when exposed to their respective pheromones[5, 6]. These 

receptors activate a MAP-kinase cascade, which initiates the shmooing of the yeast[7, 8].  

 While the process of the pheromone binding to the receptor is well understood, how the 

yeast cells sense the pheromone gradient is unclear. However, the general consensus believes 

that gradient detection is spatially instead of temporally dependent[9, 10]. When a cell is exposed 

to a gradient, the concentration of pheromone bound to its receptors is compared between the 

two sides of the cell. The yeast cell shmoos in the direction with the higher concentration of 

pheromone, which is the direction of the secreting cell[9, 10].    

Yeast chemotropism is either measured directly or indirectly. Direct measurements 

calculate the angle of the shmoo generated in response to an artificial gradient and is the 
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Figure 3.1 A diagram of the directed growth in response to a mating pheromone in the 
environment.(a) A haploid cell detects a pheromone gradient. (b) Signaling molecules are 
activated, which initializes cytoskeleton reorganization at point x (c) and a projection is directed 
towards the pheromone source (d) [3]. (reprinted from Trends in Cell Biology)  
 
 
 

 

                                 

Figure 3.2 Micropipette deposition of pheromone is a common method to establish a point-
source gradient. Here, a cells are exposed to α factor pheromone [9]. (reprinted from PNAS)   
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commonly used approach[9]. The ability of the yeast cell to detect a gradient is highly precise 

and is able to detect a gradient as shallow as 0.1% per µm, which is only 0.5% in pheromone 

concentration between the front and back of the cell[11]. In addition, the yeast cells are the most 

responsive to a gradient that exhibits a steep gradient at low pheromone concentrations[9, 11, 12].  

As the slope of the gradient increases, the accuracy of gradient sensing improves, which was 

initially demonstrated with the micropipette-generated gradient[9]. The accuracy of gradient 

determination is most optimal when the pheromone concentration approaches the concentration 

of receptors on the cell[10, 12].  

 The increasing precision of gradient determination correlates with a previous study that 

provided a model of how the yeast cells choose which neighboring cell to shmoo towards[12]. A 

projection is more likely to be produced towards the cell that is releasing the highest amount of 

pheromone in the vicinity. Here, two indirect chemotropism assays were used. The competition 

assay was used to determine the strength of mating efficiency between one cell and two mating 

partners. The mating cells are composed of two types: wild-type and challenger cells that have 

various genetic modifications. The challenger cell effectiveness in mating with target cell is 

measured[13, 14]. The discrimination assay tests the target cell’s ability to discriminate between 

two other mating cells of the same type. Lastly, the confusion assay inserts an alpha factor 

artificial gradient that obscures the pheromone gradients produced by the individual cells. This 

decreases the ability of a cell to orient and mate with a neighboring cell[15]. A disadvantage of 

the confusion assay is the possible saturation of the pheromone receptors, which could alter other 

processes that could interfere with the interaction with the gradient. While indirect studies 

provide relevant information in regards to chemotropic behavior, it is essential to supplement 
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these studies with direct measurements, since it simplifies the cell environment. In order to probe 

yeast sensory mechanism, various methods for pheromone gradient generation have been devised.  

The commonality between the methods is the creation of a gradient that is positioned in the area. 

However, the degree of control of the gradients does vary between different methods. 

 

3.1.3 Producing artificial pheromone gradients   

Artificial gradients are essential to study yeast chemotropism. The ability to generate 

artificial gradients simplifies the microenvironment of the yeast, which is necessary for 

controlling experimental parameters. The first method uses a micropipette to create a point 

source-radial gradient of pheromone on agarose, a simple and quick way to establish a 

gradient[9]. The angle between the yeast projection and the pipet are determined to quantify cell 

orientation. A disadvantage to this method is the lack of consistency during and between 

experiments. Since the micropipette was handmade, the amount of pheromone released from the  

pipet was estimated. In addition, this assay does not take into account the pheromone diffusing 

through the agarose and its concentration change over time. 

The advent of microfluidics helped to circumvent the issues in previous gradient studies. 

As mentioned before, the manipulation of fluids on a small scale allows for more precise control 

of the diffusion of species, which is important with these studies. The Paliwal group created a 

device that contained two flow channels containing media with pheromone, the source, and the 

other housing plain media, the sink[12]. A pheromone concentration profile is established 

between the source and sink, and since the test chambers that house the cells are different lengths, 

a variety of profiles can be established. Most importantly, the profiles are stable in the chambers. 
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This devise was also able to change the direction of the gradient to study the mechanics of 

reorientation of the yeasts projections. This device was a great progress towards controlling the 

general vicinity of the gradient. However, the gradient does not move much. At most the Paliwal 

group was able to flip the gradient by 180 degrees. Brett et al developed a microfluidic device 

that added the ability of changing the gradient by 90 degrees, which is particularly important for 

studying reorientation in yeast[16]. The ability to create a dynamic gradient is a great to 

understand what occurs when yeast mutants are exposed to a gradient. 

 

3.1.4   Automated chemical delivery device 

 Microfluidics is a platform that is well suited for gradient generation since small volumes 

of liquid can be precisely controlled, and this precision is due to property of fluids at the 

microscale environment[17]. As stated in the previous chapter, the fluid flow is laminar, and 

diffusion becomes the sole form of mixing, which is essential for producing gradients. The 

previous microfluidic devices dedicated to the study of yeast chemotropism all placed the yeast 

on a PDMS substrate in side a microfluidic channel. While PDMS is a biocompatible material, it 

is not an ideal substrate for yeast, which normally are grown on agarose. To circumvent this 

problem, the automated chemical delivery device (ACDD) was developed. ACDD establishes a 

pheromone gradient in agarose allowing yeast to grow in an environment which is familiar to 

standard protocols. The device is composed of four distinctly patterned layers of PDMS bonded 

to a glass slide. Starting from the bottom, the first and second PDMS layers consist of circular 

valves that are covered by a 30 µm thin membrane. The valves control the timing and delivery of 

the pheromone to the yeast and are actuated by applying air or vacuum to deflect the membrane. 
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The third layer consists of the channels with vias that are responsible for chemical delivery. 

Lastly, the final layer holds the agarose and yeast. This device allows for the study of yeast 

chemotropism in an appropriate environment while having control over the pheromone gradient. 

 

3.2  Methods 

3.2.1 ACDD fabrication  

 Standard photolithography techniques were used to create the SU-8 masters for the three 

patterned layers.  PDMS prepolymer (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, IL) was mixed 

10:1(polymer:curing agent) and degassed. The uncured PDMS was poured to a thickness of 2 

mm onto the bottom valve layer master that had 150 µm tall features. The PDMS was baked at 

85oC for 90 minutes. To create the flexible membrane layer, a clean silicon wafer was 

dehydrated at 125oC for 15 minutes. Once cooled, the wafer was silanized under a vacuum with 

30 µl of (Tridecafluoro 1, 2,2-tetrahydroctyl)-1-trichlorosilane (United Chemical Technologies, 

PA) vapor in a desiccator for 30 minutes to facilitate membrane removal. The membrane layer is 

created by spincoating a solution of PDMS and hexane (3:1) on a silicon wafer at 1000 RPM 

with an acceleration of 100 for 30 seconds. The membrane was cured at 85oC for 10 minutes. 

The channel layer was made by spincoating PDMS on a patterned SU-8 master for 30 seconds at 

700 RPM. After mixing and degassing the uncured PDMS, it was set aside at room temperature 

for 3 hours to produce a thicker membrane when spincoated. The PDMS was removed from the 

top of the posts with a directed gentle stream of compressed air to ensure the vias were produced 

in the channels. The top chamber layer was also constructed from PDMS. Uncured PDMS was 

poured onto the patterned substrate and cured for 90 minutes at 85oC. Once cured, the PDMS 
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was removed from the wafer and the inlets, outlet, and chambers were made. The chamber was 

cleaned with isopropanol (IPA), dried under nitrogen, and cleaned with tape to remove any dust 

and debris. The channel layer, still on the wafer, was also cleaned with tape, and both layers 

were plasma treated with a corona discharge device (BD-20AC, Electro-Technic, IL) and bonded. 

The bonded devices were placed on an 85oC hotplate for 10 min with a 3 kg weight. While these 

layers bonded, the valve layer and membrane was bonded in same manner as previously stated. 

Next, the non-feature side of the valve layer was bonded to a glass slide and set aside. The 

combined chamber and channel layer was cut and removed from the wafer, and holes are made 

in the same positions where the inlets and outlets are in placed in the chamber layer. A small 

piece of transparency covered the valves and its corresponding on the channel layer was also 

covered while plasma treated to prevent bonding between the valves and channels. Lastly, the 

transparencies were removed and the two combined layers were aligned with under a microscope 

and bonded. The final device was place on the hot plate at 85oC for 10 minutes. The device was 

removed, and an 18-gauge needle was used to puncture the membrane in the valve inlets to allow 

air and vacuum access. The valves were opened with a syringe to prevent any subsequent 

bonding from the heat of the hotplate.  

 

3.2.2  Integrating solenoid valves to PDMS valves  

 To automatically actuate the PDMS valves on the ACDD, solenoid valves 

(LHLA_21211H, Lee Company, CT) were utilized. The solenoid valves are three-way valves 

that have three port connections and two valve seats. One valve seat always remains open and 

the other seal is closed in the de-energized mode. When the coil is energized, the orientation is  
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Figure 3.3 AutoCAD drawings of the three patterned layers of the ACDD The first patterned 
layer is one component of the valves. The feature side faces up on the device and the addition of 
a thin membrane completes the valve assembly. The second layer is a patterned PDMS 
membrane that houses the channels for fluid delivery. The third layer is the bath chamber which 
contains all the ports and an area to hold the agarose. 

 

                    

Figure 3.4 The solenoid configuration on the breadboard. A 12VDC power source was 
connected to the normally open (NO) connection on the TTL-driven relay board. The common 
(Com) was wired to the diode and solenoid valve, which were placed in parallel. The diode 
provided protection against back EMF generated by the solenoid valve. 
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reversed. Eight solenoid valves were used to actuate the twelve PDMS valves on the device. The 

solenoids were connected to a breadboard, which connected to a 10amp TTL-driven relay board 

(SimpleCircuitBoards.com). A DAQ Card (USB-6008, National Instruments) interfaced with the 

TTL board to provide the TTL signal necessary to operate the board. The DAQ card was 

configured for digital output such that a high signal (+5.8) would activate a relay and a low 

signal (+0.8) would inactive the relay.   Figure 3.3 shows the assembled configuration of the 

solenoid and relay on the breadboard. A diode (IN4005, RadioShack) was placed in parallel with 

the solenoid to prevent the electromagnetic field (EMF) from damaging the solenoid. Solenoids 

can produce back EMF and generate a voltage due to the removal of a current that is passing 

through an inductor. A 12 V DC power supply was utilized to power the solenoids and TTL-

driven relay board. 

 An air and vacuum were used to actuate the PDMS valves. Both the vacuum and air lines 

were split into eight individual lines for the eight solenoid valves. Tygon tubing (R-3603, ID 

1/16", OD 1/8"; Cole-Parmer) connected air to the port with that was normally open to ensure 

the closure of the PDMS valves at rest. The vacuum line was connected to the normally closed 

port. The middle port, which has access to the air or vacuum depending on the solenoid state, 

connected the solenoid to the PDMS valve. Figure 3.5 shows an image of the final setup with the 

DAC card, TTL-driven relay board, solderless breadboard, and solenoid valves all in view.  
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Figure 3.5 The setup to integrate the solenoid valves with the on-chip PDMS valves. A DAQ 
card (shown in white at the top left) sends +5.8V to active the TTL-driven relay. The relay and 
solenoids are all powered by a 12VDC power supply. The TTL signals are relayed through the 
breadboard and connected to the solenoid valves. Depending on the TTL signal, the valves can 
be at rest (valve closed) or energized (valve open). 
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To deliver air and vacuum to the on chip valves, the single air line and vacuum line were 

each both split into eight separate lines using nine 3-way stopcocks to control the flow and 

connectors to connect tygon tubing. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing was chosen to 

connect the valves ports since it required less spac, and a connector and flexible tubing 

connected the PTFE to the tygon tubing attached to the solenoid valves.  The air line was 

connected to a rotometer (FL-5511G-NV, Omega, CT) first to regulate the air flow going into 

the PDMS valves. 

 

3.2.3 LabVIEW program to control valves 

A LabVIEW (National Instruments) program and graphical user interface (GUI) was 

constructed to control the timing of the valves and therefore the fluid in the channels. The 

outputs of the program are the TTL signals of the DAQ card, and the user inputs are: 1) the time 

the valve is open, 2) the time the valve is closed, 3) the number of times the valve cycle is 

repeated, and 4) how long a valve is delayed before it is opened. Figure 3.6 shows the GUI that 

the user operates for valve control. The timing is controlled by the timing component of the 

computer, which is sufficient for this work since the valves are not operating at very high speeds. 

Appendix A details the code used to create the GUI. 

 

3.2.4 Device characterization experiments   

The device’s ability to deliver chemicals of interest was characterized with several 

different dyes including food coloring, Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), and  
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Figure 3.6. A screenshot of the LabVIEW based GUI to operate the PDMS valves on ACDD. 
Six different valves were available and independently controlled. The other two valves were 
reserved for actuating the buffer valves, which were held constant. The time the valves were 
open and close, the repetition of a valve cycle, and the delay were all controllable.  
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Sulforhodamine 101 (SR101), which all utilized a common setup.  As stated previously, gravity 

perfusion was used to drive fluid through the channels. The dye was placed in 10mL open 

syringes. A connector was attached to the top of an intravenous (IV) dial to control the flow rate. 

Tygon tubing was connected to the bottom of the IV dial and inserted into the fluid ports of the 

ACDD with connectors. The open syringes hanged about 3 feet above the device. To operate the 

PDMS valves, the tubing from the solenoid valves were inserted into the ports on the device. A 

non-inverted macroscope (MVX10, Olympus, PA) was utilized for the characterization studies. 

A brightfield color camera (type, place) was used for the food color characterization, and a 

fluorescent camera (Hama type, place) was used for the FITC and SR101 studies. 

 

3.2.4.1 Food coloring device characterization  

 Six open 10 mL syringes were filled with food coloring. Red and blue food color was 

placed in alternating syringes resulting in 3 blue food color syringes and 3 red food color 

syringes. One open 10 mL syringes was filled with buffer (distilled water). The channels on the 

device were perfused with alternating red and blue dye, and the buffer channel was filled. The IV 

dial regulated the flow to 5 mL/h. The valves were set to a cycle of 2 seconds open and 3 

seconds closed to show the control the valves have over the perfusion of the dye into the 

channels, and the valves controlling the buffer channels were opened after each cycle to wash out 

the dye in the channels. Figure 3.9 depicts the channels first perfused with dye and subsequently 

rinsed with buffer with the opening of the buffer valves. 
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3.2.4.2 FITC Characterization 

 FITC was used to visualize the valve control of the fluid into the bath chamber through 

the vias. Five milliliters of 50 mM concentration of FITC was placed in the open syringes as 

previously stated. The flow rate was set to 5 mL/h, and the valves were programmed to open for 

10s and close for 5s for each consecutive channel. Line-scans where drawn in line with the vias 

to measure the intensity of FITC that exited the vias into the bath.  

 

3.2.4.3 SR101 characterization for yeast chemotropism experiments 

 A series of experiments were conducted to determine which parameters produced sharp 

and stable gradients in the agarose pad. The number of vias used, puffing rates, and the 

positioning of buffer channels were tested to determine the most optimal settings. The motivation 

for the different tests is detailed further in the results. The optimal parameters used for the yeast 

studies are presented below.  

SR101 was used to simulate the pheromone gradient in an agarose pad. Four of the six 

channels were utilized. Sterile water was flowed through the first device, and 0.0025 mg/mL and 

0.00125 mg/mL of SR101 was placed in the second and third channels respectively. Lastly, the 

fourth channel also had water perfused through. Perfusing the previously mentioned fluids 

through the channels until they exited the vias downstream prefilled the four channels. A 2% 

w/w concentration of agarose (BP1360-100, Fisher Scientific)/yeast peptone dextrose (YPD) was 

autoclaved and poured into the bath chamber and cooled for two hours before experimentation.. 

The valves for the buffer-filled channels (1 and 4) were programmed to open for 10s and close 

for 240s, and the valves for the SR101-filled channels (2 and 3) opened for 10s and closed for 
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300s for the duration of the 6 hour experiment. Line-scans where drawn above the vias to 

measure the intensity of SR101 in the agarose pad.  

 

3.2.5 Yeast chemotropism experiments 

 The yeast chemotropism experiments used a similar procedure as stated in the previous 

section. As before, four of the six channels were utilized. YPD, the media for yeast, was placed 

in channels 1 and 4 and acted as a buffer to flank the injected dye. YPD with 400 nM α factor 

and YPD with 200nM α factor was placed in the second and third channels respectively. The 

channels were prefilled with the YPD until they exited the vias downstream. A 2% w/w 

concentration of agarose/YPD was autoclaved and poured into the bath chamber and cooled for 

two hours before experimentation. The valves for the YPD-filled channels (1 and 4) were 

programmed to open for 10s and close for 240s, and the valves for the YPD+pheromone-filled 

channels (2 and 3) opened for 10s and closed for 300s for 2 hours to establish a gradient at the 

surface of the agarose pad. A 28 mm coverslip was placed over the solidified agarose to prevent 

extensive drying and shrinkage. An overnight culture of MATa haploid-type bar- S. cerevisiae 

was position on the agarose pad with a PDMS stamp with 500 µm post 1.5 mm center to center 

spacing. The yeast were positioned above the vias in the device, and a 18 mm coverglass was 

placed on the yeast for high magnification imaging at 40x. The perfusion of the YPD and 

pheromone was restarted, and an image of the yeast was taken every hour for five hours.  
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3.2.6 Determination of yeast orientation to gradient 

 To determine if the established artificial gradient produced directed cell growth, the angle 

of orientation was determined by marking a line from the pheromone source to the center of the 

cell’s base and a second line starting at the center of the cell’s base through the middle of the 

cell’s mating projection. A cell that had a projection directly towards the pheromone source had 

an angle of 0o, and a cell that had a projection directly away from the pheromone gradient had an 

angle of 180o. The mean, standard deviation, and standard error of mean were calculated for each 

set of orientation angles and each experiment was conducted three times.  

 

3.3.1  Results  

3.3.2 Automation, valves, and vias provide a higher degree of fluid control  

 PDMS on-chip valves upstream of the vias were essential for controlling the perfusion of 

fluids into the bath chamber area. Air pressure was used to ensure closure of the normally closed 

valves and prevented the vias from leaking. A vacuum was used to open the valves by deflecting 

the membrane downwards and allowing fluid to pass under the PDMS block that was once 

obstructing the fluid and exit out the vias as shown in Figure 3.7a and 3.7b. Normally closed 

valves were initially chosen since the time the fluid was being delivered was much less than the 

time the fluid was not delivered. In addition, it required less energy and resistance to keep a 

valve closed than the normally open on-chip valves, reducing the incidence of device failure. The 

on-chip valves were 300 µm in diameter to aide in the alignment with the channel layer above. It 

was important for the valve to sit directly underneath the disjointed segment of the channel and 

having the valve be significantly wider than the width of the channel allowed for margin of error 
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when hand aligning the PDMS layers. The buffer valves, which corresponded with the buffer 

channels that intersected the main fluid channels, varied slightly from the main channel valves. 

Here, one solenoid valve actuated three PDMS valves in contrast to the one to one configuration 

that was used for the main channel valves to reduce the number of solenoid valves.     

 The ability to automate the state of the valves allowed for a higher degree of control that 

is difficult to create with pipettes or other methods of delivery. Solenoid valves were used to 

actuate the on-chip valves through the use of a TTL-driven relay, DAQ board, and a LabVIEW 

GUI. The state of the valve either delivered a vacuum to open the valve or an air source to close 

it. The valves had a fast operation speed (50 ms), which was essential to have almost 

instantaneous action after GUI input. The key aspects of actuating the valves with the LabVIEW 

program were the 5V TTL signals and the timing mechanism on the computer processor. For our 

application, the computer’s timing was sufficiently accurate to operate the valves. However, for 

extremely fast valve actuation (< 100 ms), different National Instruments hardware that is 

capable of time keeping on the order of milliseconds must be used for high accuracy.  

Figure 3.6 shows the LabVIEW program, which has four user control inputs for the operation 

of the valves. These inputs were the time a valve were open (volume), the time a valve was 

closed, the number of times a cycle (the opening and closing of the valve) was repeated, and the 

time a valve was delayed before beginning a cycle. The timing was in seconds, and each of the 

valves was independently controlled. This configuration was important for the end user to have a 

variety of options to suit specific experimental needs. Appendix I shows the LabVIEW code and 

comments in detail. 
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Figure 3.7 On-chip PDMS valves (red food coloring) were used to control the fluid dispersed 
from the vias downstream. (a) Initially, air was delivered to the PDMS valves to ensure closure 
of the valve. This blocks fluid upstream of the valve from passing to the lower segment of the 
channel (blue food coloring).  (b). When a vacuum was applied to the valve, the membrane 
deflected downwards, which allowed fluid to pass under the PDMS obstruction and flow to the 
vias. (c). Vias were placed downstream of the valves for fluid access into the bath chamber. The 
vias measured 125 x 100 µm. 

 

 

 

                          
 

  Figure 3.8 The ACDD was constructed from four layers of PDMS. The channel layer is    
highlighted in red. 
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 The vias in Figure 3.7c were essential for constricting the area in which the fluid was 

deposited, which was essential for spatial control.  The vias’ dimensions of 125 W x 100 L 

microns was chosen to create a small opening for fluid dispersion and to have a robust SU-8 

master that was able to endure many PDMS castings. The posts must be sufficiently tall to 

prevent PDMS coverage of the posts when spincoated, which is required to form a hole in the 

channel. Since the height of the posts were about 120 µm and the width were 125 µm, the posts 

had a ~1:1 aspect ratio. Constructing SU-8 posts with a smaller width would result in higher 

aspect ratios, which causes the posts to become more susceptible to breaking with each PDMS 

casting.  

 

3.3.3 Characterization of the ACDD with color and fluorescent dyes 

 The ACDD, shown in Figure 3.8, was filled with red food coloring to highlight the six 

main channels and the intersecting buffer channels. The top seven ports were used for fluid input, 

and the bottom eight ports were for air or vacuum input to operate the valves. Vias were placed 

downstream in the center of the bath chamber and an exit fluid port was placed at the end of the 

channels. The exit port was places to redirect extra fluid that was not expelled from the vias. This 

was more commonly seen when a substance was sitting on the vias. In Figure 3.8, the vias were 

occluded to fill the lower portion of the channels with red food coloring for visualization. The 

bath chamber was filled with agarose for the yeast experiments, which are detailed in the 

following sections.  
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Figure 3.9 The ACDD controls the delivery of chemicals to the tissue.  In panels A-D, the top 
valves control the dye, and the bottom valves control the buffer. (A)Initially, all the top valves 
are open and the bottom valves are closed. (B) The top valves close blocking the fluid flow while 
the bottom valves remain closed. (C) The top valves remain closed, and the bottom valves open 
to wash out the dye. (D) Both sets of valves are closed after all the dye is removed from the 
channels. FITC was used to visualize the puffing of chemicals into the bath chamber filled with 
water. The top six valves were sequentially opened in succession. The bottom three panels show 
the changing profile as the valves open and close after (E) 10s, (F) 30s, (G) and 60s. The FITC 
line profiles are displayed below shows the change in profile over time. 
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 In Figure 3.9, the channels were filled with alternating blue and red food coloring. Since 

each channel was individually accessed, multiple chemicals or multiple concentrations of a 

chemical can be delivered and subsequently patterned on a substrate through the vias. Figure 

3.9a-d shows the mechanisms involved during the operation of the main (top) and buffer (bottom) 

channel valves. In Figure 3.9a, the main channel valves were open allowing fluid to pass to the 

lower part of the channels towards the vias. The buffer channels, perfused with water, were 

closed. The solenoid valves switched to the air source closing the main channel valves (Figure 

3.9b). Although it appears that the dye was filling the valves, the appearance of the dye in the 

circular valves was attributed to the food coloring occupying the void area between the 

membrane and channel once the valve was deflected. In Figure 3.9c, the buffer valve opened, 

and they briefly were filled partially with dye due the pressure of the fluid. However, water was 

quickly perfused into channels resulting in clearing the dye that once occupied the channels 

(Figure 3.9d).  

 The bottom three panels show the controlled release of FITC into the bath chamber filled 

with water. FITC was used as an example of a possible chemical that is delivered into the 

environment in this case the bath chamber. The top six valves were sequentially opened in 

succession and a line profile shows the intensity of FITC as the valves were opened and closed. 

Since FITC was deposited into the bath, the intensity of FITC in bath rapidly decreased after a 

valve was closed due to diffusion. The bottom three panels show the changing FITC profile after 

(E) 10s, (F) 30s, (G) and 60s.  The ability to control the timing of chemicals into the bath 

chamber is essential for the development of gradients that is detailed further in the next section. 
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3.3.4 Gradient characterization for yeast chemotropism studies 

 To determine the pheromone gradient profile on the agarose, gradient characterization 

was performed with SR101, which has an excitation and emission of 585/605 nm. The red 

fluorescent dye was selected due to its similar diffusion coefficient (4×10 −6 cm2 s −1) to alpha 

factor in water. This similarity allowed for an estimation of gradient location that would be most 

like the pheromone gradient used in the studies.  

 A schematic of the dye delivery process is shown in Figure 3.10. The porosity of the 2% 

w/w agarose pad was favorable to the diffusion of dye and pheromone. The dye was perfused 

into the channels and exited at the via where it diffused through the ~2 mm thick agarose pad to 

the surface where the yeast cells were seeded.  

Establishing a linear and stable gradient in the agarose was essential for the yeast 

chemotropism experiments with pheromone. To accomplish this, an optimal timing of the 

valving cycle was determined. It was important to find cycle that did not overwhelm and saturate 

the agarose, but was also capable of not losing the stability of the gradient produced. Initially, 

one via was perfused with SR101 (.01 mg/mL) as a starting point to determine the shape of the 

gradient profile. A valving cycle of 5s on and 30 minutes off was used as a starting pointing. We 

determined that the gradient produced while linear was changing to rapidly over time. Figure  

3.11a  shows the profile widening as the dye was perfused for 6 hours. This change was too large 

for the yeast studies and could not be utilized. Several other combinations were tested but most 

resulted in a widening profile. It was finally determined that a valving cycle of 10s on and 5 

minutes off produced a profile that was stable after 2 hours but did not flood the agarose pad as  
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Figure 3.10 The schematic is a representation of the exiting of the dye from the channel via and 
its diffusion into the agarose pad. Yeast cells that were seeded at the surface were exposed to the 
gradient produced in the agarose pad. 
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shown in Figure 3.11b. Once the timing was determined, we focused creating a sharper linear 

gradient at the side of the profile.  

 Next, we used a high concentration of SR101 (.0025 mg/mL) one channel and a low 

concentration of SR101 (.00125mg/mL) to establish a sharp gradient difference. The overall 

concentrations of the SR101 was reduced from the previous single via trials to reduce the 

incidence of oversaturation in the images. The slope of the linear portion of the gradient profile 

was sharper however spreading at the top of the profile and the end were still apparent.  

The final step to create a sharp linear profile was to flank the SR101 vias with channels 

filled with buffer. The rates of puffing the buffer was also optimized. The time the valve 

remained open was constant at 10 s. Only, the time the valves were off were changed. Initially, a 

puffing rates of 2 and 3minutes off  were used, but this disturbed the profile of the original 

gradient instead of sharpening it. When longer times were used (5 and 6 minutes off), the profile 

did not exhibit a change. It was determined that a puffing rate of 10s on and 4 minutes off 

produced a sharp and stable gradient. The line profile of this configuration is shown in Figure 

3.11c. 

The final parameters used for the yeast studies are as follows. A linear gradient was 

established in the agarose by flowing a high concentration of SR101 (.0025 mg/mL) in channel 2 

and a low concentration of SR101 (.00125 mg/mL) in channel 3. Channels 1 and 4, filled with 

sterile water, served as buffer channels to blunt the profile and created a sharper slope. In 

addition, the optimal valving cycle for a stable gradient was determined to be 10s open and 5 

minutes closed for channels 2 and 3, and 10s open and 4 minutes closed for channels 1 and 4. 

The outside channels  
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Figure 3.11. Line profiles of valve cycles (a) 5s on/30 minutes off, (b) 10s on/5 minutes off, and 
(c) 10s on/ 5 minutes off with buffer and pheromone were compared.  
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were perfused faster to create a sharper slope in the gradient. Figure 3.12 shows the change in 

intensity of the agarose pad between 0 minutes (3.12a) and just after 30 minutes (3.12b) of 

perfusion, and the profile of SR101 in the agarose after two hours is shown Figure 3.12c.  

 

3.3.5 Pheromone gradient for yeast chemotropism studies 

The SR101 studies gradient experiments provided an approximation of the pheromone 

gradients produced for the orientation studies. A linear pheromone gradient was established 

similarly to the SR101gradient in the agarose by flowing a high concentration of pheromone 

(400 nM)  + YPD in channel 2 and a low concentration of pheromone (200 nM) + YPD in 

channel 3. Channels 1 and 4, filled with YPD without pheromone, served as buffer channels. 

Since the gradient stabilized after 2 hours, the yeast were placed onto the agarose pad with a 

PDMS stamp after this time point (Figure 3.13). The stamp ensured that a small number of yeasts 

and more importantly single yeast cells were deposited onto the agarose. The yeast cells were 

imaged every hour for 5 hours to track the development of shmoos in response to the artificial 

gradient. Using criteria stated in the methods, the angle of orientation was measured for single 

yeast cells. Table 3.1 shows the results from the studies. Out of 62 eligible cells, 36 were 

shmooed, and the average angle of orientation was 62.2 degrees with an SEM of 6.8 degrees. 

This confirmed that the cell were able to recognize the gradient and orient preferentially towards 

it. 
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Figure 3.12 SR101 was used to visualize the gradient profile in the agarose before perfusion (a) 
and 30 minutes after perfusing the dye (b). After 30 minutes, a noticeable increase in intensity 
was observed. (c). An intensity profile was collected after 2 hours of perfusion and it exhibited a 
stable and linear profile. 
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Figure 3.13 Yeast cells arresting in their cell cycle and shmooing in the presence of a gradient. 
 

 

 

 

Table 3.1 The yeast cells average angle of orientation. 
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3.4.1 Discussion 

 The automated chemical delivery device is a platform that can establish gradients in 

tissues and other constructs. Here, we created a pheromone gradient on agarose for the study of 

yeast chemotropism. While the construction of the device and its corresponding setup required 

many components, the device was not difficult to operate after assembly and the end user simply 

required gravity perfusion and the LabVIEW GUI for operation. An advantage of the device was 

the ability to seed cells on agarose. There are previous microfluidic devices that are able to 

expose yeast to pheromone gradients. However, the yeast in these devices sit on PDMS, which is 

not ideal for pheromone studies. PDMS is hydrophobic and readily absorbs small molecules into 

the bulk. Therefore, the concentration of pheromone that is perfused through the device may not 

be the same concentration that is seen by the cells.  The ACDD reduces this problem by limiting 

the time the pheromone is in the device. Once the pheromone has exited the via and is diffused 

into the agarose, the pheromone is no longer in contact with the PDMS. Since the yeast are 

seeded on agarose, it allows for any assays conducted on agarose to be performed on the device.  

 The gradient profile can be adjusted to fit experimental needs. For the chemotropism 

experiments, the optimal valve cycle and pheromone concentrations created a profile suitable for 

our studies. However, any of these parameters are flexible and can be altered for other studies. 

For example, to create a steeper gradient, a larger difference between the pheromone 

concentrations (400 nM and 200 nM to 400 nM to 50 nM) or faster perfusion of the buffer 

channels could be implemented. The ability to create a stable gradient in agarose is important 

since an added dimension comes into play. Most microfluidic devices can be treated as 2D since 

there are little changes in the z-direction. While ACDD itself is microfluidic, how it delivers the 
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chemicals to the yeast is not and the z-direction must also be considered since the pheromone has 

to diffuse through the agarose. This was a factor in the SR101 gradient characterizations since it 

was difficult to isolate the plane at which the dye was fluorescing. Although a stable gradient 

was produced, the light emitted by the dye may have been at other planes of the agarose even 

though the surface was in focused for images. An agarose pad thickness of ~2mm was chosen 

since it was thin enough to limit the diffusion of the pheromone while hindering the shrinking of 

the agarose pad over the course of the experiment.  

 The chemotropism experiments confirmed that the yeast were sensing a gradient, and 

they preferentially shmooed in the direction of the gradient. There were initial concerns over the 

ability of the yeast to shmoo since the gradient was essentially underneath the cells and although 

the yeast cannot burrow in the agarose, it was unsure if they would respond to a planar gradient 

below them. However, the angle of 62.2o that was calculated from the experiments falls in line 

with other microfluidic devices that had an average angle of orientation of about 60o. One issue 

that arose was the number of cells that were shmooing in the gradient. In standard yeast culture 

with α factor, approximately 80% of the cells were shmooing. On the device, a much lower 

concentration of cells about 30% were shmooing. Several factors could contribute to the 

discrepancy. Although a PDMS stamp was used to place cells onto the agarose pad, a large 

number of cells were aggregated together. This may affect the cells’ ability to recognize the 

gradient due to cells in close proximity. In addition, as with all cell types, the yeast have 

heterogeneous behavior, and it is possible that the concentrations used (400 and 200 nM) do not 

produce a gradient sharp enough to trigger shmooing in some cells. As stated before, cells 

respond to a very steep gradient, so increasing the slope may increase the number of cells that 
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shmoo. Future experiments, detailed in the next section, will explore the limits of the gradient 

production to improve both angle of orientation and the number of cells shmooing. 

 

3.5.1 Future direction 

 While a 60o angle of orientation coincides with the angles stated in literature, it is ideal to 

produce a smaller angle of orientation. As stated before, cells are heterogeneous even amongst 

cells of the same type so it is unreasonable to expect all the cells to orient perfectly towards the 

gradient. However, changing the current system may reduce the angle of orientation. Future 

studies will address this by increasing the slope of the gradient by changing the pheromone 

concentrations and increasing the buffer perfusion.  

 After the orientation experiments, the next step is to induce reorientation in the yeast. 

This is performed by change the direction of the gradient so a 90 or 180 degrees change moves 

the initial shmoo towards the direction of the newly established gradient. The current device is 

not wel1-suited gradient change, but the device detailed in chapter 4 has 192 vias, which 

increases the possibilities for more complex gradient profiles.    

 The ability to control chemicals of interest, in this case pheromone, to study 

cellular behavior is a translational tool to other cell and tissue types. The next section details how 

the same concept of chemical control is also vital for neurobiological studies. 
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IV.   CHAPTER 4: THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXPANDED AUTOMATED  
  CHEMICAL DELIVERY DEVICE FOR  THE DELIVERY OF   
  CHEMICALS TO CELLS AND TISSUES 
 
4.1  Introduction 

4.1.1 The development of platforms to control cell and tissue environment   

 In the United States, the need for transplantable organs far exceeds the supply available. 

Many people die waiting for compatible donor organs, and this imbalance has driven research to 

develop methods to construct ex vivo organs and tissues. There are many aspects that one must 

consider when engineering an organ such as the cell type, materials and scaffolds required for 

cell growth, and the chemicals and signaling molecules in the microenvironment[1]. While the 

cell type and scaffolds were initially the focus, it has been shown that the microenvironment 

plays a large role in cell behavior as seen with cell differentiation[2-4] and cell migration[5-7]. It 

is essential to have a clear understanding of how cells behave in their microenvironment in order 

to scale to these interactions to the macroscale of tissues and whole organs. Specifically, there is 

a need to direct the environment of cells and tissues in a way that is analogous to in vivo 

behavior.   

 Microfabrication is a platform that is able to produce devices that can manipulate 

chemicals, proteins, cells, and other molecules to control the microenvironment. Microfluidics, a 

smaller segment in the area of microfabrication, is also well-suited for microenvironment control 

since it can precisely control small volumes of fluid at the sub-millimeter scale[8]. The need for 

microenvironment control is applicable for the study of many different cell and tissue types. The 

next sections will detail previous microdevices constructed for the spatial and chemical control 
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of cell and tissues to explore behavior. The first several sections will detail examples of devices 

that are capable of patterning of cells and initiating chemical gradients. To show the need for 

chemical control in tissues, examples of microfluidic devices constructed for the delivery of 

chemicals to brain slices will also be profiled.  

 

4.1.2 Cell patterning 

 The use of soft lithography-derived devices for cell patterning has become a popular 

method in cell biology. Although cell patterning is the common nomenclature, the patterning 

actually begins on the cell substrate either with proteins[9-13] or a modification of the substrate’s 

surface[14, 15] to enhance cell attachment to specific domains on the substrate. Since it is 

possible to create micron sized dimensions, PDMS stamps are a simple tool for protein 

deposition[16]. This method is called microcontact printing, which was demonstrated by Zhang 

et al. They utilized self-assembling oligopeptides that are recognized by cells for adhesion. Using 

this method, they were able to pattern a variety of cells which included human carcinoma and 

mouse fibroblast cells which are shown Figure 4.1[17]. Cell patterning can also occur inside 

microfluidic devices. Takayama et al. utilized the laminar flow in the microchannels to pattern 

cell culture media, cell culture substrate, and the cells themselves[18]. They were able to pattern 

two different cell types as well as control the geometries of the patterns.  

 The drive behind cell patterning is that tissues are not homogenous. There are multiple 

cell types in a given organ, and many times, a heterogeneous environment is required for cells to 

exhibit optimal behavior[19, 20]. A drawback with micro-contact printing is the possibility of an 

unstable, patterned monolayer depending to the method used[21].  However, these cell-  
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Figure 4.1 Human epidermal carcinoma A431 cells on a linear array pattern at (A) 50X and (B) 

at 400X. (reprinted from Zhang et al., Biomaterials, 1999) .
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patterning tools allow the ability to control the positioning of cells and correlate the spatial 

environment with its behavior in a systematic method that is reproducible for experimentation. 

 

4.1.3 Production of gradients for chemical control 

 In addition to the spatial control of cells, the chemicals and soluble factors in a cell’s 

environment can determine cellular behavior. Most commonly, these chemicals are produced as 

gradients in the cell’s vicinity. Gradients of soluble factors are involved in a multitude of 

biological processes including chemotaxis[22-24], development[25, 26], and nerve growth[27, 

28]. Due the extensive role of gradients, it is important to accurately reproduce this phenomenon. 

Microfluidics is valuable tool for gradient generation since, as previously stated, laminar flow 

restricts mixing to diffusion. This can be manipulated to create gradients in Y-channels (also 

called T-sensors)[29-31]. Y-channel devices consist of two microchannels that converge into a 

single channel, and the devices configuration resembles the letter Y or T. Two fluids flowing 

into the inlets and into the main channel, and since diffusion is the only method of mixing, a 

gradient is established down the channel. The gradient’s properties depend on the flow rate, 

channel length, size of solute, and other factors. A disadvantage of this method is that signaling 

molecule produced by the cells are removed due to the constant perfusion of media.  In addition, 

the shear stress from the fluid flow could activate shear-dependent pathways in the cells and 

effect cell behavior. While there are many variations of gradient producing microfluidic devices, 

many of them utilize the same properties established in Y-channels. 

 The following three sections will move from cells to tissues. The ability to control the 

delivery of neurotransmitters and drugs to brain slices is very important for understanding how 
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these chemicals interact with the brain.  This has driven the development of microfluidic devices 

for the control of chemicals to brain slice tissue. 

  

4.1.1 Neuronal signaling  

 Neurons, the cellular component of the nervous system, are one of the few cell types to 

communicate via electrical signaling. A neuron receives a stimulus and relays this information as 

action potentials to different neurons or other cell types. With estimates of 100 billion neurons 

and 100 trillion synapses in the brain, the shear number conveys the intricacy of this system [32]. 

Neurons are assembled into neural circuits, which are neurons organized to process specific type 

of information. Neural circuits are scaled up to neural systems (including central, periphery, 

parasympathic, and sympathetic) creating an interconnected network between the cells. This 

scaling up culminates in the behavior of the organism, and the need to understand how external 

cues are processed in these neural circuits and subsequently produce a particular behavior is a 

large driving force behind the research in psychology. The ability to understand the mechanisms 

behind behavior is a step towards understanding what has deviated in a variety of disease states 

such as Parkinson’s.  

 

4.1.4  Brain slice preparation is used to study neurons in vitro  

Brain slice preparation is an extensively used in vitro technique to study neuron 

characteristics and behavior[33]. Its popularity is attributed to several factors including the 

ability to directly image the neural networks, have full control over the slice environment, and 

easily deliver drug and neurotransmitters without the interference of the blood brain barrier. 
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While the brain slice preparation is not an exact representation of an intact brain, the 

maintenance of the neural microcircuits in the brain slice allows for the study of interactions 

without the extensive experimental setup that is required for in vivo work. Currently, it is 

common to deliver chemicals to a brain slice by bath application. However, this does not reflect 

the conditions in vivo. For more control over chemical delivery, another method puffs chemicals 

onto a slice using a pipette. This method does localize the release, but it is difficult to control the 

application of the chemicals and only a very small area is stimulated in relation to the circuit.  

 

4.1.5  Microfluidics is well-suited for the area of neurobiology  

The present issues can be addressed with the application of microfluidics.. There have 

been several microfluidic devices designed  to control the delivery of chemicals to brain 

slices[34-36]. One example utilizes the laminar flow and, similarly to Takayama et al., delivers 

chemicals of interest over a brain slice[34]. Since there is no mixing, different streamlines of 

chemicals can be delivered to different regions of the brain slice. However, this is still a 

relatively large area, and a streamline cannot target a small portion of the brain slice. Another 

design reduces the area of delivery for better control with the application of microposts. The slice 

sits on a bed of microposts, and a few are connected to ports that deliver chemicals when suction 

is applied[36]. This increases the spatial control by reducing the area a chemical is applied to the 

However, only a few posts have chemical delivery, which reduces the possible locations where a 

chemical can be delivered on a slice. As with cells, it is necessary to create platforms that can 

highly control chemical microenvironment of tissues. 
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4.1.6 The expanded ACDD patterns chemicals on a substrate  

 The expanded ACDD design borrows the valves and vias utilized in the ACDD and 

expands it to create a grid of 192 vias that are all independently controlled. The device is a 

combination of the cell patterning and gradient-producing devices previously mentioned. 

Essentially, the large grid of vias that are coupled to fluid inlets can pattern chemicals of interests 

onto tissues or substrates for cell culture. The device has three fluid inlets for the patterning of 

multiple chemicals on a substrate, and the number of vias allows for multiple points of chemical 

delivery. In addition, the delivery of fluids is also temporally controlled through valve 

automation. This time-dependent delivery creates a dynamic platform for cells that can change 

the type and concentration of chemicals on a substrate over time and makes this a unique 

platform for the study of cell behavior in a dynamic system.  

 The ability to deliver chemical spatially and temporally is also essential for tissue, 

especially brain tissue. The timing and location of neurotransmitters or drugs can affect the 

activity of a slice, and there are many pathways that are not understood very well. The expanded 

ACDD will allow for multiple points of chemical delivery on a brain slice for an unlimited 

number of possible of chemical configurations. This chapter details the construction and 

methodology of the development of the array device. 

  

4.2.  Methods 

4.2.1 Device fabrication of large array device 

4.2.1.1 Fabrication of SU-8 masters for the valve and channel layers 
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 The expanded array device was composed of four PDMS layers. Two of them, the valve 

and channel layers, were patterned. Figure 4.2 shows the corresponding AutoCAD layers 

between the ACDD and the expanded device. The master for the valve layer was composed of 

one SU-8 layer. SU-8 2050 was spun on a 4 inch silicon wafer at 500 RPM for 10s and 2100 

RPM for 30s.  

The wafer was softbaked at 65oC for 3 minutes and 95oC for 9 minutes. The SU-8 was 

exposed to UV light at an exposure energy of 215 mJ/cm2 through a patterned transparency. The 

wafer was postbaked at 65oC for 2 minutes and 95oC for 7 minutes, and developed in SU-8 

developer (MicroChem, PA). To aid in PDMS membrane removal, the wafer was silanized with 

50 µL Tridecafluoro 1, 2,2-tetrahydroctyl)-1-trichlorosilane (United Chemical Technologies, PA) 

in a desiccator for 30 minutes. 

 The channel master was composed of two SU-8 layers. SU-8 2015 was spun on a 4 inch 

silicon wafer at 500 RPM for 10s and 2000 RPM for 30s. The wafer was baked at 95oC for 4 

minutes and cooled. A maskless photolithography system called MicroPG101 (Heidelberg 

Instruments, Germany) was used to pattern the SU-8 at an exposure energy of 150 mJ/cm2. After 

patterning, the wafer was baked for 5 minutes at 95oC and developed in SU-8 developer for 1 

minute with gentle agitation. The final height of the first layer was 25 µm. The second layer 

consisted of posts that would eventually become vias in the channels. Before spincoating the 

second SU-8 layer, tape was used to cover the alignment marks for better alignment in the 

MicroPG. SU-8 2100 was spun at 500 RPM for 10s and 2000 RPM for 30s. The tape covering 

the alignment mark was removed, and the wafer was baked at 65oC for 5 minutes and then at 

95oC for 25 minutes. The wafer was patterned in MicroPG at an exposure energy of 250 mJ/cm2  
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Figure 4.2 While the expanded ACDD appears to be much different than the original ACDD, the 
separate layers perform the same function. The valves control the fluid flow through the channels 
placed above, and the vias provide access to the surface where brain tissue is placed. The bath 
chamber provides inlets for fluid, air, and vacuum and can house buffer or media to maintain the 
tissue. 
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and was placed at 65oC for 5 minutes and 95oC for 11 minutes. The wafer was developed, and 

the final master resulted in channels with posts in areas were vias would be in the PDMS 

membrane.  The master was also silanzed for 30 minutes for PDMS removal. 

 

4.2.1.2 Fabrication of the PDMS layers and device assembly  

 The bottom PDMS layer of the device served as a base for the subsequent valve and 

channel membrane layers. A PDMS prepolymer (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, IL) was mixed 

10:1(polymer:curing agent) and poured into a square polystyrene petri dish (08-757-11A, Fisher 

Scientific, MA) to a ~4mm thickness and degassed. The PDMS was baked at 85oC for 90 

minutes. Approximately 20g of PDMS was mixed, degassed, and placed aside for 2 hours for a 

thicker consistency. The master for the valve layer was spincoated with a quarter-sized deposit of 

PDMS at 800 RPM for 30 seconds and cured at 85oC for 90 minutes. The membrane was gently 

cut and removed from the wafer and placed on a cutting mat. A 14 gauge hole punch (6710A42, 

McMaster-Carr, PA) was used create the inlet and outlet ports for the valves. The membrane was 

plasma treated with a corona discharge device (BD-20AC, Electro-Technic, IL) and bonded to 

the 4 mm PDMS slab. Great care was taken to limit the number of bubbles between the two 

layers.  

 From the same 20 g premixed PDMS, the channel layer was spincoated at 1000 RPM for 

30 seconds. Before curing, compressed air was used to remove PDMS covering the posts and 

placed aside for 30 minutes to allow for PDMS reflow for a uniform layer. The PDMS 

membrane was cured at 85oC for 90 minutes. Once cured, the wafer was silanized. The wafer 

was placed in the desiccator surrounded by four glass slides on each side and 50 µL of the silane 
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was placed on each slide and was silanized for 30 minutes. The wafer was placed into a petri 

dish with double-sided tape. About 70 g of the PDMS was mixed, degassed, and poured onto the 

channel membrane. It was degassed and baked at 85oC for 90 minutes. Once cured, both layers 

of PDMS were removed together from the wafer with care to prevent the membrane from 

separating from the larger PDMS slab. With the slab side down, the inlets and outlets were 

punched with a 14 gauge hole puncher. The membrane side of the channel layer and the top of 

valve+PDMS base construct was plasma treated, aligned, and bonded under a macroscope 

(MVX10, Olympus, PA). Once bonded, the device was quickly attached to a 24-solenoid valve 

construct (detailed in the next section) that corresponded to each on-chip PDMS valve and was 

connected to a vacuum to deflect the valves downwards and prevent bonding. The device was 

placed on a 55oC hotplate with a 3kg weight for 20 minutes to aid bonding. The vacuum was 

cycled on and off every for 30 minutes for the first 3 hours to prevent the valve from bonding 

with the bottom of the device in addition to the top. Lastly, the device was left undisturbed 

overnight.  Next, the device was removed from the vacuum and solenoid valve construct. Slowly, 

compressed air was directed in between the thick PDMS layer and channel layer for separation. 

Once removed, inlets, outlets, and a bath chamber were made in thick PDMS layer. The top of 

the channel layer and the bottom of the PDMS bath chamber was plasma treated and bonded. As 

before, the device was placed on a 55oC hotplate for 20 minutes with the chamber side down, 

and a weight was placed on top. After 24 hours, the device was cut into a desired rectangular 

shape and was ready to use.   
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4.2.2 Assembly of the 24-solenoid valve controller 

 Due to the increase in the number of on-chip PDMS valves, a different solenoid valve 

configuration was used to actuate the valves on the device. The USB-based controller developed 

by Rafael Gómez-Sjöberg at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) was constructed 

accordingly. This controller operates 3 valve manifolds which each house 8 solenoid pneumatic 

valves for a total of 24 valves.  A custom-designed printed circuit board (PCB) was provided by 

the foundry. The controller box houses a commercial USB-based digital input/output (I/O) card 

connected to the PCB with 24 amplifiers, which converts the 0-5V low power outputs from the 

USB card to the high-current signals required to drive the solenoid valves. The PCB required 

resistors, capacitors, diodes, and other components for operation. The extensive list of all the 

components needed for the PCB is listed in Appendix B. The required parts were carefully 

soldered with a 25-watt solder iron (SP23LK, Weller) to prevent damage to the PCB. Ribbon 

cable (MC10M-5-ND, Digi-Key, MN) were used to connect the PCB to the USB I/O card, which 

was connected to a USB port on the computer. The controller required a 24V power source to 

drive the valves, and connectors were needed on the end of the solenoid valve cables to connect 

to the controller box. The solenoid valves (Festo, IL) have high switching times (4ms) and this 

specific PCB was designed to accommodate the fast speed of these valves. To connect a vacuum 

and air source, 1/4" OD x 0.17" ID polyurethane tubing (PU-250PB, Pneumadyne, MN) was 

connected to the side ports for each valve manifold. To connect the solenoid valves to the PDMS 

valves, 5/32" OD x 3/32" ID polyurethane tubing (PU-156F-0, Pneumadyne, MN) was cut to a 

length of 50 mm and attached to the output of each solenoid valve, and a male luer lock to barb 

for 3/32" ID tubing (51525K272, McMaster-Carr, PA) was connected. A corresponding 
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disposable Needle, 23 Gauge (75165A684, McMaster-Carr, PA) was inserted into the male luer 

lock, and 0.06" OD x 0.02" ID Tygon microbore tubing (EW-06418-02, Cole-Parmer, IL) 

connected the needle to the PDMS valve to deliver either air or vacuum. 

 

4.2.3 Matlab software for valve actuation  

 Software to operate the valves was developed by Dr. Rafael Gómez-Sjöberg at 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The software provided a base to build a MATLAB GUI 

for easier control over all the valves on the device. Detailed MATLAB code is presented in 

Appendix B.   

 

4.3 Results and Discussion  

4.3.1 The development of the expanded ACDD 

When designing the large array device shown in Figure 4.3, there were several issues that 

had to be addressed concerning the device fabrication. First, the membrane used to create the 

valves on ACDD was very thin and while the membrane was appropriate for that device since 

the valves occupied a small area, this expanded device had a much larger area that was occupied 

by the valves. This increase made the membrane more susceptible to tearing, and this became 

more of an issue during alignment since it required multiple tries before the layers were aligned 

correctly. Therefore, there was a need to create a membrane that was thin enough for the valves 

to deflect but robust enough so as to not be susceptible to tearing.  
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Figure 4.3 The expanded ACDD is a large array of 192 vias for the delivery of chemicals to 
brain slices and other tissue. The device contains 3 separate fluid inputs to deliver multiple 
chemicals or buffer, and any fluid that does not exit through a via exits from the outlet port on 
the right side. A multiplexer of valves on the right controls the row in which the fluid is 
delivered, and the valves on the bottom controls the column to which fluid is delivered. 
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In addition, a method to align the channel layer with the valve layer was needed since 

both were large thin membranes. Second, the purpose of the device was to create a large array of 

vias, ideally over 100. However, the one to one configuration with solenoid valve to PDMS 

valve in ACDD was not practical since 100 solenoid valves would be required for 100 vias, and 

it would be a very expensive and complicated setup. Therefore, a different approach was needed 

to reduce the number of valves while maintaining a large array. Third, the degree of alignment 

for the posts on the channel layer SU8 master for the large array was much higher, and standard 

alignment by hand during would not be sufficient to precisely align all the posts on the channels 

to create in the correct location of via in the device. Lastly, different software was explored to 

develop a quicker method to actuate to accommodate the increased number of vias requiring 

control. Each of these issues was carefully addressed to develop the expanded ACDD. 

 

4.3.2 Redesigning the PDMS layers of the large array device 

 In the previous chapter, the ACDD was constructed with four PDMS layers. A thin ~3 

mm thick patterned PDMS layer was inverted on the device with the patterned side facing up, 

and a thin PDMS-hexane layer covered the circular patterns created the valves. This allowed the 

membrane the ability to deflect downward into the patterned void and allowed fluid to flow 

underneath the channel layer placed above. However, the valves were only 300 µm in diameter, 

and there were 12 in total. Therefore, most of the membrane was bonded to the PDMS layer 

underneath except for the void patterned valve areas, and there were no issues with the 

membrane tearing. This configuration was not appropriate for the large array since it was mostly 

composed of valves. 
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 To circumvent this issue, the 2 layer PDMS valves were modified to create a membrane 

that had the valve features patterned as shown in Figure 4.2. The SU8 master was patterned with 

the valves to a height of 50 µm and spincoated with PDMS. The SU8 height provided a sufficient 

area for the valves to collapse into the space beneath when deflected downward and the areas 

where the valves were patterned were thinner than the overall membrane due to the 50 µm 

structures, which was important to maintain the ability to actuate. However, the overall thickness 

of the membrane was about 120 µm making this layer more robust and easier to handle when 

bonding. When bonded to the PDMS base, it created a valve platform that was less susceptible to 

delamination or distortion of the valves due to the increased thickness.  

 The next step was to develop a method to align and bond two large membranes together. 

The ACDD only required the alignment of 12 valves so bonding the channel layer to the bath 

chamber/port layer first provided a sturdy substrate to keep membrane taut for aligning with the 

valve layer. This method was not applicable for the large array since the majority of the 

membrane would not be bonded to the PDMS due to the larger chamber area. Therefore, the area 

not bonded to the PDMS would still be able to warp making it difficult to align. To solve this 

problem, the channel layer was silanized and a thicker layer of PDMS was poured and cured on 

top. This provided stability of the membrane when aligned with the valve layer. After bonding, 

the silanized membrane was separated from the thick PDMS layer by spraying compressed air 

between the layers, and this was used to create the final layer for the inlets, outlets, and bath 

chamber.  
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4.3.3 Multiplexor utilized to increase the number of vias 

 To increase the number of vias on the device without requiring a large number of 

solenoid valves, a multiplexer was used for the delivery of fluids. A multiplexer takes a set of  

inputs and scales the number of possible outputs. In this case, eight valve lines were able to 

control fluid to 16 different channels. This was achieved by creating a pair of valve lines with 

binary behavior where only one was allowed to be open at a given instant[37]. Figure 4.4 shows 

an example of how a multiplexer composed of valves controls the fluid in the device. Shown in 

red are two set of valves: a set that controls fluid access to every other channel and another set 

that controls every other two channels. Only one valve in a set is allowed to be open at a time. To 

deliver fluid to channels 4 and 8, the first valve in the first set must be closed, and the first valve 

in the second set is also closed. If a 0 is assigned for a closed valve and a 1 for an opened valve, 

this can be represented as 0,1,0,1. This representation was used when coding for the MATLAB 

GUI.  

 For the placement of the valves on the channels, the valves were designed with increasing 

specificity with each subsequent valve. The valves were arranged perpendicular to the channels 

from left to right. For example, the first valve line in set 1 controlled the first eight channels (1-8) 

and the second valve line controlled the last eight channels (9-16). Valve set 2 had the first valve 

line control channels 1-4 and 9-12 where as the second valve line in the set controlled channels  
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Figure 4.4 An example of a valve multiplexer to control fluid flow through channels. The valve 
were organized in pairs where only one could be open at a time. Binary numbers, 0 and 1, was 
assigned to a closed and open state respectively. Fluid flow was dependent on the state of the 
valves. A multiplexor reduces the number of solenoids needed to control the vias. 
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5-8 and 12-16.  The first valve line in set three controlled 1,2,5,6,9,10,13,14, and the second 

valve line controlled 3,4,7,8,11,12,15,16. Lastly, the set 4 had the first valve line control 

1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15, and second valve line in the set controlled 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16. The second set 

of valves at the bottom of the device directed the fluid to a specific via in a row and one valve 

line connected to one solenoid valve. A valve multiplexer for controlling air and vacuum would 

be difficult to control. However, the representation of each valve remained the same with each 

line either being 0 for closed or 1 for an open state. Therefore, a string of 20 numbers (8 for fluid 

control valves and 12 via controlled valves) composed of ones and zeros could direct fluid to a 

specific via. Figure 4.5 shows the valves associated with the multiplexer to the left, and the 

valves to control the dispensing of fluid through vias at the bottom. 

 

4.3.3 MicroPG is an essential tool for SU8 alignment 

 The channel SU-8 master requires alignment of the patterns between the first and second 

SU-8 layers to create posts for the vias in the PDMS membrane. The number and size of the area 

where the posts were patterned was too difficult to hand align especially since the thin SU-8 

layer made it difficult to see the pattern on the first layer. The MicroPG is a maskless 

photolithography system that was able to expose and pattern SU-8 with UV light without the 

need for a transparency mask.   The MicroPG alleviated this issue by locating the position of the 

alignment marks on the first layer and offsetting the pattern position of the second layer for the 

alignment. This produced posts that were placed precisely on the 125 µm wide fluid channels. 

This step was essential since any errors in alignment would produce a channel PDMS layer that  
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may not be able to puff fluids due to incorrect via positioning.  Figure 4.6 shows the device 

puffing blue food coloring through the vias at various positions. 

 

4.3.4 MATLAB utilized for device operation 

 The USB-controller developed by LBNL foundry provided MATLAB code to actuate the 

individual valves. As described earlier, fluid is directed to a via depending on the state of valves 

in a manifold. However, listing the states of the 20 valves for each via becomes a cumbersome 

process. To simplify this, a MATLAB GUI that implemented the established code was 

developed. The GUI related a via’s position to the binary states of the individual valves. For 

example, to direct fluid to via in position 1,1, a pushbutton on the GUI was connected to the 

binary states the valves for that position, which were 0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0. 

Essentially, a grid of pushbuttons (Figure 4.7) corresponded with each via on the device. This 

avoided the need to directly enter a string of numbers to operate the valves. The second aspect of 

the MATLAB coding was to control the timing of when fluid was puffed from a via. It is thts 

aspect that separates this device from other microfluidic devices that control the delivery of 

chemicals to a brain slice. The GUI was programmed to determine how when and where fluid 

was delivered to a via using the time kept on the computer’s processor. This was sufficient for 

temporal control. 

 

4.4  Discussion 

 The expanded ACDD is a platform that is able to deliver chemicals of interest to cells, tissues, 

and other constructs. The size of the vias (120 x 125 µm) restricts the area of chemical release, which 

increases the precision when targeting chemicals of interest to specific areas on tissues or specific regions 
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on a cell monolayer. The design of the device is an improvement over enclosed microfluidic devices since 

the targeting of these  devices are  dependent on the location of streamlines. In the example of chemical 

targeting on a brain slice with laminar flow [], a relatively large area of the brain slice is still activated 

since the streamlines run the length of the slice. In addition, other issues such as shear stress from fluid 

flow and the loss of soluble factors are avoided with the open bath design. The cells and tissues are 

delivered chemical mostly through diffusion,  and any soluble factors or signaling molecules that are 

produced by the cells are retained in the environment. It is important to maintain this paracrine signaling 

between cells since it is another component in the over all cellular behavior.   

  The ability to temporally control the delivery of chemicals could be used to create a dynamic 

substrate for cells where chemical are delivered in a variety of areas over time. This could be particular 

useful for delivering chemicals of interest to a 3D culture of cells in a hydrogel. A hydrogel seeded with 

cells could be placed on the vias of the device and, depending on the experimental parameters,  different 

chemicals could be puffed into the construct. The is particularly appealing for stem cell differentiation 

since multiple differentiation factors  can be delivered to precise areas on the construct on precise time 

scale. The automation allows for the timing of the delivery to be another factor to test to determine if 

changes in the time of delivery can effect over all differentiation. Where as the cell patterning mentioned 

in the introduction focused primarily on static spatial control, the expanded ACDD provides dynamic 

spatial and temporal control of chemical delivery to cells and essentially patterns cells with chemicals. 

As for tissue, specifically brain tissue, the ability to pattern neurotransmitters or drugs is very important 

for brain slice studies. A previous device utilized ports to focus chemical release to a slice, but the 

expanded ACDD greatly increases the available area for chemical delivery and can control the timing of 

release, which is an often overlooked component. The ability to have this control is and future 

experiments in characterizing this device for brain slice work is detailed in the next section. 
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Figure 4.6 The expanded ACDD is able to deliver fluid (blue food coloring) to multiple areas on 
the device. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 A screenshot of the MATLAB GUI used to control fluid delivery on to the vias. A 
different valve was also connected to each of the fluid lines to have control over which chemical 
of interest was delivered.   
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4.5 Future direction 

 The development of the expanded ACDD provides a new tool to deliver chemicals of 

interest to brain slices. The introduction stated the importance of creating tools to study neural  

circuits since behavior is related to how an organism processes external cues and its resulting 

actions.  

 As a proof of concept to test the device, activity on a brain slice will be artificially 

generated with the delivery of potassium, and a FURA-2, a calcium-sensitive fluorescent dye, 

will be used to measure the activity. FURA-2 was chosen since it will be able to detect the 

activity of cells that are exposed to K+ simultaneously in multiple areas, which is difficult to 

achieve with FSCV. Coronal brain slices, 300 to 400 um in thickness, will be dissected from CD-

1 mice that are less than p21, since mice older than p21 are difficult to use for optical 

measurements. Areas on the slice that receive a bolus of potassium should have an increase 

fluorescent intensity at the corresponding sites. Different potassium concentrations can be 

perfused to different sites on the slice, and it can be determined if the dye intensity is correlated 

with potassium concentration. For these electrophysiology studies, a peristaltic pump will be 

required to perfuse artificial cerebral spinal fluid (ACSF) over the slice to maintain cell viability. 

Two 20.5 gauge needles will be inserted through the left and right sides of the device until the 

ends are just in the bath chamber to deliver ACSF.  

 To determine the precision of the chemical delivery timing, FSCV will be used to 

measure the change in concentration over time.  Persistent activity is derived from the spatio-

temporal changes in DA release. To mimic this phenomenon, the device must be able to quickly 

deliver varying patterns of a particular neurotransmitter to a slice. Alternating the delivery of K+ 
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and buffer to a slice in quick succession will test this. For example, the device could deliver a 

1µL bolus of K+ every 100 ms and a 1 µL subsequent bolus of buffer.    The goal is to see a rapid 

change in the K+ concentration in the brain slice as measured by the FSCV with the puffing of 

K+ by the device. These studies will verify if the expanded ACDD is suitable for better 

simulating the in vivo activity of chemical release in the brain slice. 

 

4.6 Conclusion 

 The current microfluidic devices that deliver chemicals to a brain slice focus on the 

spatial delivery, but do not address the time dependent delivery of neurotransmitters. The 

expanded ACDD addresses both of these aspects. In addition, since a MATLAB GUI controls 

the device, the ability to create a variety of profiles is a fairly simple process. The expanded 

ACDD will be different method for studying neural activity on brain slices in the area of 

electrophysiology.  
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V.  CONCLUSION  

As stated previously, the motivation to control the microenvironment through 

microfabricated devices is the ability to selectively test and understand how different 

components in the environment affect cell behavior. Understanding what occurs in the cell in 

addition to outside the cell can help to develop in vitro models that better mimic the in vivo 

setting. This was best represented in the oxygen-sensitive microwells, where the ability to have 

real-time oxygen measurements is particularly important when conducting hypoxia experiments. 

An oxygen level of 10% may be considered hypoxic when compared to ambient air but in certain 

areas in the body, 10% could be considered normoxic or even hyperoxic.  This example shows 

the importance of understanding the conditions cells are exposed to in vivo and then mimicking 

these conditions as close as possible on the bench top. Here, the oxygen was both delivered in a 

controlled manner and monitored to understand how different concentrations of oxygen affect 

cell behavior.  This device could be useful to test highly oxygen-sensitive cells such as islets and 

monitor their behavior such as insulin secretion in response to a variety of oxygen tensions. 

The ACDD was another device that exerted better control over the cell microenvironment 

by delivering a stable artificial pheromone gradient in agarose. While in microfluidics there is 

the tendency to completely overhaul standard biological platforms, many of these platforms have 

been optimized over many years to perform the necessary experiments and in some cases it is 

better to adapt them. Since the delivery of pheromones was completely through the diffusion of 

the pheromones through the agarose, this avoided many problems that normally are presented in 

microfluidic devices such as absorption of small molecules and shear forces from flowing media.   

The device was still able to create directed shmooing towards the gradient.  However, since the 
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cells are exposed in the open well format, any assay that is performed in agarose can also be 

performed in the ACDD. This widens the possibility of experiments that were hindered by 

agarose-only or microfluidic-only platforms.  

This ability to deliver chemicals in an open format can be accommodated to a variety of 

experimental conditions in addition to yeast biology. The most relevant application is the 

delivery of chemicals to brain slices. The expanded ACDD addresses several issues that usually 

have been overlooked in experiments utilizing brain slices: timing and location of delivery. Since 

an array of vias is possible in the expanded device, it is possible to have better control over when 

and where the chemical of interest is delivered. This is important to better simulate the delivery 

of neurotransmitters in the brain since it is a spatiotemporal process. As with the yeast, the open 

well format allows for standard electrophysiology procedures to be performed on the slice 

without any interference. The expanded ACDD allows the study of multiple chemicals to 

determine how their combined interactions affect neural activity.  

These very different devices show the importance of creating platforms to understand and 

relate cell behavior with its environment. With the devices, the ability precisely control the 

environment allows for a wide range of experimental conditions that were previously difficult to 

achieve.    
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APPENDIX A 

LabVIEW code developed to operate the solenoid valves. 

 

 Valve 1.  

This is the graphical code to operate valve 1. The four gray boxes outlined with orange are all 

user input variables. Information from the user is processed to actuate the solenoid valve. 

Starting from the left, the green true/false (TF) button determines whether the valve is on or off. 

If true, the sequence will run. If false, the system is halted. The delay user input delays the 

operation of the valve in milliseconds. This value is converted to a time constant. The repeat 

button determines the number of times a valve cycle is run. To insure a valve cycle is run at least 

once, the one is added to the user input. Therefore, if the user inputs a repetition of zero, the 

valves will cycle for one run and stop. This number is sent into a limited while loop to determine 

when the valves are on and off. The time the user inputs is translated to a true statement for the 

time the valve is on and a false statement for the time the valve is off. These statements are 
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combined into an index array that is sent to the DAQ card to determine when a 5V signal is sent. 

The 5V actuates the solenoid valves and 0V keeps the solenoid at rest. This process is the same 

for valves 2-6. 

 

Valves 2 and 3 
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Valve 7 

Valves 7 and 8 require different code since these control the buffer channels on the device. Valve 

7’s coded is connected to valves 1-3, and valve 8’s code is connected to valves 4-6. When the 

last valve in a set has finished a cycle, either valve 7 or 8 become active to open the buffer 

channels and rinse any fluid that was previously in the channel. The length of time these valves 

are on is 1 second. This does not have a user input in the main GUI, but this can be easily 

changed in the block diagram for different times. 
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APPENDIX B 

MATLAB code to actuate the valves of the expanded ACDD 

A MATLAB GUI was constructed to easily actuate the valves. A detailed explanation to create 

the GUI and the required code is presented below. 

 

1. Open Matlab. The command window should be in the center. If not, check the side panels 
on the right to locate the command window. 
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2. Type guide into the command window. A GUIDE Quick Start window should appear. 

Click the Create New GUI tab and select Blank GUI (Default). Click OK. 
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3. Another window with a grid and a panel of tools on the left side should appear. Click on 

the panel tool as highlighted in the red box. 
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4. Click and drag the panel to a size appropriate to you application. Since the expanded 

ACDD requires a large number of buttons, it is best to create a panel the maximum size 

of your screen. You can adjust the size of the panel by clicking and dragging one of the 

eight small black boxes at the on the outside of the panel. Next, click on the radio button 

highlighted in red. 
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5. First, we need a radiobutton to signal the valves to direct fluid to the selected via. Click 

on the panel to place a radio button.  
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6. To change the name of the radiobutton, double click on the button to bring up the 

inspector. You can also right click and specifiy the inspector.  
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7. Scroll down until you see the word string. Double clicking on the string will bring up 

another window. In here, you can change the name of the button. 
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8. Here, radiobutton was renamed to via 1. Next, insert two edit text buttons by clicking on 

the highlighted red box and placing them on the panel. The first box will determine how 

long the fluid is delayed before exiting the via, and the second box how long the valves 

are open to control the amount of fluid exiting the via. 
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9. As before, double click on each edit box to bring up the inspector. Delete the string so 

that the field is empty. This domain must be empty for user input.  
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10. Place another edit text box for to enter the handle from the controller box. The handle is a 

series of numbers that identifies the controller box for the valves. This number changes 

every time the controller box is turned on so it is important update it. The edit text in the 

box should also be deleted.  
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11. A label was placed on the edit text box by selecting the Text label on the left (symbolized 

as TXT). Another radiobutton was relabeled as run to start the GUI.  
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12. Next, the code to control the action of the buttons is written. It is important to note the 

name of the button in order to correctly match the code to the button. The name of an 

object on the panel can be determined by highlighting the object, and its name will be 

presented in the lower left hand side, which is highlighted in red. It is important to check 

this before writing code. In this case, code will first be written for the radiobutton via 1. 
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13. To write code for via 1, right click on the button and select view callbacks and then 

callback.  
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14. After clicking the callback, the code for the entire GUI appears and the specific code for 

the radiobutton is highlighted. Within the code, there is sub-code for each individual 

object on the GUI. It is important to make the correct code is written for each object. The  

15. code to initiate fluid delivery is shown on the next page. 
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The multiplexor used to control which channel the flow was directed is displayed below.  A 0 

represents a closed valve line and a 1 represents an open valve line.  

	   	   	   	  
Valve	  Lines	  

	   	   	  Fluid	  Channel	   1	   2	   3	   4	   5	   6	   7	   8	  
1	   0	   1	   0	   1	   0	   1	   0	   1	  
2	   0	   1	   0	   1	   0	   1	   1	   0	  
3	   0	   1	   0	   1	   1	   0	   0	   1	  
4	   0	   1	   0	   1	   1	   0	   1	   0	  
5	   0	   1	   1	   0	   0	   1	   0	   1	  
6	   0	   1	   1	   0	   0	   1	   1	   0	  
7	   0	   1	   1	   0	   1	   0	   0	   1	  
8	   0	   1	   1	   0	   1	   0	   1	   0	  
9	   1	   0	   0	   1	   0	   1	   0	   1	  
10	   1	   0	   0	   1	   0	   1	   1	   0	  
11	   1	   0	   0	   1	   1	   0	   0	   1	  
12	   1	   0	   0	   1	   1	   0	   1	   0	  
13	   1	   0	   1	   0	   0	   1	   0	   1	  
14	   1	   0	   1	   0	   0	   1	   1	   0	  
15	   1	   0	   1	   0	   1	   0	   0	   1	  
16	   1	   0	   1	   0	   1	   0	   1	   0	  
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Since one solenoid valve drives one column of valves, a simple 0 or 1 was need to direct flow of 

fluid to a specific column. The pause1_1 value grabs the user input and a delay occurs for 

switching the valves until after the pause has ended. For actuating the valves, the numbers value 

serves as a placeholder. Values are all zeros to reset and turn off the valves. Ontime value grabs 

the user input to set the length of time the valves are on. To create  a grid of vias, this process is 

repeated with each via making sure the code 

 While there is code for the edit boxes, there is no need to edit the existing code. The 

contents in the edit text are simply pulled for the code in the radiobutton for the via. 

 

Lastly, the last three valves in the controller are dedicated to fluid delivery. They are decoupled 

from the multiplexer so they are able to remain on while the valves are actuating. Otherwise, the 

code is the same as the first set presented for fluid control without the delay and timing 

components. 
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16. Once the coding is finished, press the green play button in the top tool bar to run the 

GUI.  
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17. Now you are able to start the program. First configure which fluid valves and vias are 

active and also configure the timing. To activate the valve controller, enter 

usbio24_open_setup_by_idx.m(0) in the command window. In the workspace, a number 

will be assigned to the handle. Copy and paste that number into the Handle edit text on 

the GUI. Once everything is configured, click run to start the valves. 
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APPENDIX C 

Fabrication of the expanded ACDD 

 1. Mix 35 gram/3.5 grams of the PDMS polymer:curing agent (10:1)and pour into a square 

polystyrene petri dish (08-757-11A, Fisher Scientific, MA) to a ~4 mm thickness and degas in 

desiccator. A black sharpie is used to mark the 4 mm mark on the petri dish.  

2. Bake the PDMS at 85oC for 90 minutes. This will be the base of the device. 

3. Mix 20g/2g of PDMS polymer:curing agent degas and place aside for 1 hour for a thicker 

consistency. 

4. Spincoat the master for the valve layer by placing a quarter-size deposit of PDMS and set the 

spinner at 1000 RPM with an acceleration of 1 for 30 seconds and cure at 85oC for 90 minutes. It 

is important that there is a even thin coating of PDMS over the features on the wafer.  

5. Cut the whole membrane and gently remove from the wafer and placed on a cutting mat. Be 

careful not to tear or warp the membrane. A clear transparency can be placed on the membrane 

before moving for better handling. 

6. Use a 14 gauge hole punch to create the inlet and outlet ports for the valves. Flip the 

membrane over and plasma treated with a corona discharge device. Also plasma treat the 

previous made 4 mm PDMS slab and bond together. Take care to eliminate the bubbles between 

the two layers by gently pushing on the bubbles to press the air out.  

7. Place bonded valves on hotplate at 85oC for 30 minutes to aid in bonding and then set aside. 
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8. From the same 20 g premixed PDMS, spincoat the channel layer at 1000 RPM at an 

acceleration of 1 for 30 seconds.  

9. Before curing, use compressed air to remove the PDMS covering the posts and place aside for 

30 minutes to allow for the PDMS to reflow for a uniform layer. You will need to check and see 

if the post are visibly above the PDMS layer before curing to ensure through holes will be made. 

10. Cure the PDMS membrane at 85oC for 90 minutes.  

11. Silanize the wafer with the channel PDMS membrane. Place the wafer in the desiccator 

surrounded by four glass slides on each side. Place 50 µL of the silane on each slide and was 

silanized for 30 minutes. Do not go over the 30 minutes limit since the membrane will become 

too silanized, and it will be difficult to bond subsequent layers on top.  

12. Place the wafer was placed into a petri dish with double-sided tape. Mix, degas, and pour 60 

g/6g of the PDMS onto the channel membrane. Degas and bake at 85oC for 90 minutes. Mix 

another 60 g of PDMS and degas and cure at 85oC for 90 minutes and set aside.  

13. Once cured, remove both layers of PDMS together from the wafer with care to prevent the 

membrane from separating from the larger PDMS slab.  

14. With the slab side down, create the inlets and outlets with a 14 gauge hole puncher and set 

aside. 

15. Before plasma treating, take the 24-solenoid valve construct and detach the power source and 

USB cord from the controller box and valves. Attach a vacuum to all three valve manifold to the 
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normally open (bottom) port. There should be a vacuum now pulling through all the solenoid 

valves.  

16. Take the second 60g PDMS slab and create all the inlets and outlets with the 14 gauge hole 

puncher. Use wafers as a guide. Connect the tubing from the valve controller into the PDMS 

slab. This will quicken the process of establishing a vacuum on the bonded device and skip the 

process on inserting tubing into each inlet and outlet. 

15. Plasma treat the membrane side of the channel layer and the top of valve+PDMS base 

construct. 

16. Align under a macroscope. When aligning, start at the bottom left corner were the 

multiplexor and the via valves are in view. systematically align up the device and across. Also 

check to see if the fluid valves on the left side are aligned. Since PDMS is flexible, you can 

slightly stretch or contract the PDMS slab + membrane to line up with the valve features on the 

bottom. Align as quick as possible to prevent the valves from bonding. 

17. Quickly attach the PDMS slab connected to the vacuum to deflect the valves downwards and 

prevent bonding.  

18. Place the device on a 55oC hotplate with a 3kg weight for 20 minutes to aid bonding.  

19. Cycle the vacuum on and off every for 30 minutes for the first 3 hours to prevent the valve 

from bonding with the bottom of the device. Leave the device was undisturbed overnight.   
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20. Next, remove the device from the valve controller. Slowly begin to separate the top thick 

PDMS layer from the channel membrane. Once a small area has been lifted, direct compressed 

air into this pocket between the thick PDMS layer and channel layer for separation.  

21. Once removed, make the  inlets, outlets, and a bath chamber in the thick PDMS layer.  

22. Plasma treat the top of the channel layer and the bottom of the PDMS bath chamber.  

23. As before, the device was placed on a 55oC hotplate for 20 minutes with the chamber side 

down, and a weight was placed on top. After 24 hours, the device was cut into a desired 

rectangular shape and was ready to use.  
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FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOLARSHIPS, & AWARDS  

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
Bridge to the Doctorate Fellowship (2008-2010) 

SCREENING AND LABORATORY AUTOMATION SOCIETY  
Tony B. Academic Travel Award (2011) 

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO 
Graduate College Academic Travel Award(2012) 
Outstanding Achievement in Academics and Research – BD Program (2011) 

Graduate College Academic Travel Award (2010) 

 

SKILLS  

LABORATORY & ANALYTICAL: 
Microfabrication 
Microscopy: fluorescence, 
Mammalian cell culture 
Animal models (mice): IACUC protocols, brain slice preparation   

SOFTWARE: 
MATLAB, AutoCAD, ProE, LabVIEW 

 

 


